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This survey was completed around mid-March 1968. As regards the most recent developments and where 
it has not been possible to take them into account because of the pace at which national statistics are prepared and 
the time it takes to publish the Survey in five languages, the latest issue of the "Graphs and Notes on the Economic 
Situation in the Community" can usefully complete the information supplied here. 
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I. THE OVERALL SITUATION 

The revival of general economic activity in the Community, which got under way 
in the middle of 1967, gained appreciably in strength in the winter months. 
Internal demand (especially industrial investment), rising at a more rapid pace, 
made a particularly vigorous contribution to the recovery. This led to an 
improvement in the situation on the labour market and a very appreciable revival 
of imports, while the price trend remained comparatively settled. 

The outlook for the rest of the year suggests that the economy will continue to 
expand fairly rapidly. The rise in exports to non-member countries will, however, 
probably lose momentum-though certain factors the impact of which it is difficult 
or impossible to assess preclude any accurate prediction of the extent of the slow
down. As against this, it can be expected that Community internal demand in 
money terms will grow more rapidly, and the spurt may even prove more vigorous 
than has been foreseeable so far. This assumption is mainly based on the 
unexpectedly rapid upswing of domestic demand, particularly demand for capital 
goods, in the Federal Republic of Germany, and on the reflationary measures taken 
recently in France and Belgium. One important effect of the accompanying 
improvement in the employment situation will probably be a distinctly faster 
expansion of private consumers' expenditure. 

In view of the outlook for demand, the forecasts for production and imports 
published previously must likewise be revised upwards. The growth of the real 
"GNP" of the Community for 1968 is now put at roughly 5 %. At the same 
time the balance of trade must be expected to deteriorate even more than was 
originally expected. 
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The price trend will probably remain settled. With the expansion of demand 
accelerating and firms running steadily nearer capacity, strain may, however, emerge 
once again on some individual markets towards the end of the year. 

In a Recommendation on economic policy for 1968 which it addressed, on a 
Commission proposal, to the Member States on 9 March 1968, the Council of the 
European Communities therefore laid special emphasis on the need for action to 
ensure that the rate of growth will be such that manpower and technical resources 
can be fully used without the present trend towards stability being jeopardized. 



A. Recent developments 

1. Demand 

At the end of 196 7 and apparently also at the 
beginning of 1968, the expansion of overall 
demand in the Community gathered distinct 
momentum, since internal demand in particular 
had gained in vigour. 

Export demand-i.e. goods and services actually 
exported to non-member countries-also ex
panded more markedly than in the summer 
months. Foreign trade statistics show that in 
the fourth quarter of 196 7 the value of visible 
exports was some 6.5% up on the same 1966 
figure. In addition to the increasing recovery 
of world economic activity (which had not yet 
suffered to any appreciable extent from the 
recent economic measures of the United King
dom and the United States) and a combination 
of favourable special circumstances on the 
demand side, the continued remarkable elasticity 
of Community export supply was another major 
factor contributing to this development. It 
appears, however, that around the turn of the 
year the rise in exports tended to level off. 

Deliveries to the United States staged a note
worthy recovery; in the last quarter of 1967, 
the rate of year-to-year growth almost matched 
the exceptionally high level recorded during 
1966. No doubt this is a reflection of the con
tinued rapid expansion of domestic demand in 
this country: fixed investment by firms was 
expanding somewhat more markedly than be
fore, and the appreciable rise in personal in
comes engendered an unmistakable expansion in 
private consumers' expenditure. Several mem
ber countries in addition have benefited from 
a recent tendency by American firms to build 
up heavy stocks of steel and semi-finished steel 
products, mainly because of the danger of strikes 
in the steel industry towards the middle of 
1968. 

At the same time purchases by the United King
dom rose, despite the devaluation of sterling in 
mid-November 1967 and the measures of do
mestic restraint taken in connection with it. In 
part this may, however, have been a result of 
moves to make good shortfalls in imports which 
had been caused by the London and Liverpool 

dock strikes in September-October 196 7. Apart 
from this factor, the increase in United King
dom purchases abroad was probably mainly due 
to the fact that in anticipation of further 
measures to curtail demand, such as higher taxes 
from the beginning of the new budget year on 
1 April 1968, consumers temporarily stepped 
up their demand for imported goods. 

At the turn of the year, the trends of Commu
nity sales to the other non-EEC industrialized 
countries showed, on the whole, little vigour. 
This applies in particular to imports by the con
tinental EFT A countries, although the slight 
recovery of economic activity as reflected in va
rious indicators for some of these economies 
may well, even before the turn of the year, have 
had a somewhat more marked influence on the 
trend of imports. 

The Community's exports to the developing 
countries expanded somewhat more briskly in 
the closing months of 1967, but it is doubtful 
whether this acceleration can be considered as 
an improvement in the trend since it was mainly 
attributable to a vigorous recovery of exports 
to countries of Asia. The Middle East crisis 
and its aftermath had previously cut deeply into 
sales to this area. By contrast, exports to the 
countries of the Eastern bloc did not grow as 
much as tentative data had suggested. 

Internal demand in money terms in the Com
munity expanded at a faster pace in the period 
under review; almost all demand components 
shared in the gains made. 

Gross fixed asset formation in particular was 
recovering briskly at the end of 196 7, and in 
the early months of 1968 it showed a distinctly 
expansionary trend. Actual spending on invest
ment in plant and machinery, in particular, 
gathered considerable momentum when the pro
pensity to invest improved distinctly in the 
course of the second half of 196 7. This was 
especially true in Germany-witness the heavy 
flow of domestic orders for capital goods in this 
country. Although the actual development of 
investment in construction was at times sharply 
curtailed in some member countries by the very 
severe winter, the underlying trend probably 
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Visible exports to non-member countries 

(Values and % changes on preceding year) 

1966 1967 

million 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
u.a. % quar- quar- quar- quar- Ye~r 

1 ter ter ter ter 

To all non-member countries 29 419 + 8.5 + 11 + 9 + 3 + 6.5 + 7.5 

of which: 

To industrial countries 2 19127 + 8.5 + 9.5 + 8 + 3.5 + 7 + 7 

including: 

United States 4 098 + 19.5 + 12.5 + 6 - 2 + 14 + 8 

EFTA: total 9 999 + 4 + 4.5 + 6 + 1.5 + 5.5 + 4.5 

United Kingdom 2 541 + 7.5 + 5 + 12.5 + 7.5 + 23.5 + 12 

To developing countries 3 7 957 + 6 + 9.5 + 5.5 - 1.5 + 3.5 + 4.5 

including : 

Associated overseas countr. and territories 1 707 - 1.5 + 8 +11 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 5 

To other areas ' 2 330 + 18 + 27.5 + 33 + 17.5 + 14 + 22.5 

Source: Statistical Office of the European Communities. 

1 1 u.a. = 1 unit of account = 0.888671 g of fine gold = US $ 1 at the official exchange rate. 
2 Class 1 of the Standard Country Classification for Foreign Trade Statistics of the EEC. 
8 Class 2 of the Standard Country Classification for Foreign Trade Statistics of the EEC. 
4 Class 3 of the Standard Country Classification for Foreign Trade Statistics of the EEC and other destinations. 

continued upwards and may even have gathered 
a little momentum. Not only did public invest
ment in general remain very dynamic, but in
dustrial building too continued to make con
siderable progress in several member countries. 
Lastly, in residential construction, the recovery 
in the trend of building starts discernible in the 
Federal Republic of Germany in the past few 
months almost certainly more than offset, at 
Community level, the weakening of the same 
demand component in the Belgo-Luxembourg 
Economic Union at the beginning of 1968-
particularly since in the other member countries 
investment in residential construction continued 
to tend upwards. 
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Investment in stocks was decisively influenced 
by the improvement in the business climate, 
productivity gains and the settling of certain 
doubtful points connected with the turnover tax 
reforms in some member countries; its vigorous 
rise contributed substantially to the acceleration 
of overall economic growth in the Community. 

Total expenditure on consumption in the Com
munity also expanded distinctly at the end of 
1967 and the beginning of 1968. In particular, 
the expansion of private consumers' expenditure 
-mainly as a result of growing confidence in 
the future economic trend-has gathered some 
momentum. In the Federal Republic of Ger-



many, private consumers' expenditure rose 
sharply in December as consumer reticence-in 
part in anticipation of price increases through 
the introduction of the tax on value added
largely disappeared, particularly in respect of 
consumer durables. 

In most other member countries private con
sumers' expenditure has also been rising more 
(apart from variations) in the past few months; 
this tendency has been most pronounced in the 
Netherlands and weakest in Belgium. In the 
fourth quarter of 196 7, sales of passenger cars 
in the Community as a whole were some 6 % 
up on the corresponding period of the previous 
year. 

The trend of disposable incomes has been 
largely in line with these tendencies. In partic
ular, it appears that even in Germany the sum 
of wage, salary and transfer incomes is rising 
again more significantly as a result of the 
revival of economic activity, which has been 
clearly reflected both in the numbers employed 
and in the average number of hours worked. 

2. Production 

As in general substantial reserves of both 
unused technical capacity and manpower have 
been available, internal supply in the Com
munity has been easily adjusted to the more 
rapid expansion of overall demand in money 
terms. 

Industrial production recovered in all member 
countries-in some of them even at an appre
ciable pace; by the end of 1967 it was only in 
the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union that the 
rise was still very moderate. The seasonally 
adjusted index of the Statistical Office of the 
European Communi~ies (which excludes con
struction and food, beverages and tobacco) 
shows that industrial production in the Com
munity rose by a good 3 % from the third to 
the fourth quarter of 1967; in the fourth 
quarter it was 5 % up on the level of the cor
responding period of the previous year. 

The plant and machinery industries-which 
were those previously hardest hit by the 
slackening of demand-made a major contribu-

tion to the exceptionally vigorous growth of 
industrial production. But output in the du
rable consumer goods industries, such as the 
motor industry, also spurted vigorously. 

The building industry, too, contributed appre
ciably to the lively growth of Community sup
ply. Although weather conditions made it 
necessary to reduce building production at times 
more than in the previous winter, the under
lying trend has continued to move upwards 
fairly distinctly as the order situation in the 
Community as a whole has gradually improved 
-indeed of late the trend has gathered a little 
more tempo. 

The faster expansion of industrial production 
and the somewhat more pronounced upward 
tendency of building activity were in part 
achieved through very substantial productivity 
gains. But in most member countries there was 
also a rise in the total number of hours worked 
-at first mainly in the form of a longer average 
working week and of late increasingly in the 
form of a rise in the number of persons in paid 
employment. The situation on the labour 
markets in the Community has therefore steadily 
improved in the past few months: as demand 
for additional manpower has been very lively 
in some countries, unemployment has tended 
downwards or at least to all intents and pur
poses stopped rising. 

3. The balance of the markets 

The progressive recovery of general economic 
activity in the Community has now definitely 
affected the trend of imports from non-member 
countries: visible imports by the Community, 
which were still rather slack well into the sum
mer of 1967, have since been rising at a 
distinctly faster pace. The (seasonally ad
justed) foreign trade statistics show that their 
value rose by some 6 % from the third to the 
fourth quarter of 196 7. In terms of volume 
this rise was, however, probably somewhat less 
pronounced since the cif values of imports of 
major products-particularly petroleum-in
cluded heavy freight costs as a result of the 
exceptionally sharp rise in freight rates which 
began with the Middle East crisis. 
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Visible imports from non-member countries 

(Values and % changes on preceding year) 

1966 1967 

million 1st 2nd 3rd 4th I 
u.a. % quar- quar- quar- quar- Year 

1 ter ter ter ter 

I 
A 11 non-member countries 30 756 + 7.5 - 1 + 0 - 2 + 2.5 + 0 

of which: 

I 
In dustrial countries 2 17 320 + 6.5 - 3.5 + 1 - 4.5 - 2 - 2 

including: 
I 

United States 6 022 + 6 - 5.5 + 6 - 6 1- 5.5 - 2.5 

EFTA: total 7 245 + 5 - 2.5 + 0 - 5 - 1.5 - 2 

United Kingdom 2 782 + 7 - 1 + 3 - 3 -10 - 3 

D eveloping countries 3 11 326 + 7.5 + 1.5 - 2 - 0.5 + 8 + 1.5 

including : 

Associated overseas countr. and territories 2 283 + 11.5 + 3.5 - 6 - 4 + 6.5 - 0.5 

Central and South America 2 731 + 4.5 - 1.5 + 5 + 5 -10.5 + 0.5 

0 ther areas 4 2 107 + 15.5 + 4 + 6.5 +11 +13 + 8.5 

Source : Statistical Office of the European Communities. 

1 1 u.a. = 1 unit of account = 0.888671 g of fine gold = US $1 at the official exchange rate. 
2 Class 1 of the Standard Country Classification for Foreign Trade Statistics of the EEC. 
a Class 2 of the Standard Country Classification for Foreign Trade Statistics of the EEC. 
' Class 3 of the Standard Country Classification for Foreign Trade Statistics of the EEC and other sources. 

It was necessarily the developing countries 
which benefited most from the increase in Com
munity demand for raw materials and energy 
products, which were being imported not only 
to meet current consumption but also for the 
replenishment of depleted stocks. Imports by 
the member countries from the EEC Associated 
Overseas Countries and Territories in particular, 
which hardly increased at all during most of 
1967, have staged a recovery in recent months. 
The upswing in demand for finished products 
-particularly for plant and machinery-also 
engendered a conspicuous rise in imports from 
the industrialized countries. 
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With the economic situation in the Community 
improv~ng, visible trade between the member 
countries, too, gained appreciable strength. On 
the basis of the seasonally adjusted import 
figures, its value rose by almost 9 % from the 
third to the foutth quarter-while from the 
second to the third quarter it had declined by 
3.5 %. In the fourth quarter it was about 
7.5 % higher than a year earlier. All member 
countries contributed to this vigorous expansion 
of intra-Community trade. There is, however, 
no doubt that the most important factor was 
the rapid expansion of German imports from 
the other member countries, which reached al-



most 7 % from the third to the fourth quarter. 
Still, the other member countries' purchases 
inside the Community also rose at an appreciable 
pace. Indeed, purchases by France have of late 
expanded at a faster rate, now that in this coun
try industrial activity is steadily recovering and 
food purchases are back to normal, having 
dropped sharply for a time. Growing food 
imports also made a heavy contribution to the 
maintenance of the brisk rate of expansion of 
Italian imports. In the Netherlands, the con
solidation of the new phase of expansion led 
to an upsurge of imports-particularly of raw 
materials and plant and machinery. There was 
also a distinct recovery in BLEU imports from 
the other member countries, which was in part 
attributable to efforts to make good delays in 
the clearing of imports held up by strikes, but 
in part also to moves to replenish stocks as a 
result of the revival of produccion. 

On the export side, the main effect of the faster 
rise in demand from the Federal Republic of 
Germany was an increase in intra-Community 
exports by France and Italy. 

The visible trade balances of the individual 
member countries with the other member 
countries, however, showed on the whole no 
fundamental change. Germany's surplus still 
remained appreciable ( although tending to con
tract a little ) , and indeed the BLEU surplus 
was definitely tending to rise. The trend of 
Italy's trade balance was towar4s an improve
ment, while France's trade with the other 
member countries again closed with a small 
deficit. As against this, the tendency for the 
Dutch deficit on visible trade with the other 
member countries to increase gained a little 
strength. 

To the extent that it has been determined by 
the current state of business activity, the price 
trend has remained comparatively settled in the 
past few months. For one thing, supply both 
from domestic production and from abroad has 
remained sufficiently elastic to enable rising 
demand on almost all markets to be met with
out difficulty. Secondly, in respect of wage 
costs, the upward movement of average hourly 
wages continued to gather only a little mo
mentum, for productivity gains remained appre
ciable. However, wage costs per unit of output 

cont:inued to increase in Italy and Belgium. 
In the Federal Republic of Germany, by con
trast, further appreciable productivity gains 
probably again eroded wage costs. Early in 
1968, Community consumer prices, under the 
influence of autonomous or external factors, 
nevertheless rose at a more rapid pace. The 
introduction of the tax on value added in Ger
many and its extension to retail trade in France 
led in both countries to a marked rise in the 
level of consumer prices. In Germany, charges 
for services in particular increased appreciably; 
in France, food and other products became sub
stantially dearer. In the Netherlands, turnover 
tax on items previously attracting tax at 10 % 
was raised to 14 %; rents were also raised by 
4 % (for state-subsidized dwellings as from 
1 January and for other dwellings as from 
1 May). In Germany and in France rents also 
rose. 

The Community's visible trade balance with 
non-member countries tended to deteriorate in 
the fourth quarter of 196 7 as a result of the 
vigorous increase in imports; for seasonal rea
sons, however, it closed with a somewhat higher 
surplus than in the previous quarter. The cur
rent account probably developed along parallel 
lines. By contrast, capital movements between 
the Community and non-member countries 
closed with a heavy deficit in the fourth quarter: 
not only was there a continued net outflow of 
long-term private capital, but following the 
devaluation of sterling there were also signs 
of a reversal in the trend of the balance of short
term capital movements, which hitherto had 
been earning a surplus. 

The official gross gold and foreign exchange 
reserves of the member countries, which had 
risen appreciably up to November of last year, 
have since been declining steadily. Following 
a repatriation of foreign assets effected at the 
end of 196 7 as part of the usual window-dres
sing operations, the net foreign exchange 
position of the commercial banks, by contrast, 
probably improved again at the beginning of 
1968: this development was encouraged by the 
efforts of some central banks to facilitate short
term capital exports with a view to keeping 
interest rates stable on the international money 
markets, and more particularly on the Euro
dollar market. 
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At the turn of the year, transactions with 
abroad were thus contributing little or nothing 
to the expansion of internal liquidity in the 
Community. 

The cash transactions of the public authorities 
tended to expand liquidity only in Germany. 
Italy, the Netherlands and France recorded sur
pluses, as usual for the season, though in France 
these remained significantly below the level of 
a year earlier, while in Italy and the Netherlands 
they were larger than at the .end of 1966. 

As against this, the vigorous expansion of bank 
advances to business and private customers led 
to a strong increase in liquidity in all member 
countries. In Germany in particular, where 
total !endings had shown little or no change in 
the first ten months of 196 7, the vigorous up
swing of economic activity led to an excep
tionally sharp rise in the demand for credit at 
the end of the year. 
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While on the money markets of the Community 
interest rates have been kept to a great extent 
stable in the past few months, rates on the 
capital markets have tended to harden some
what, mainly because of the devaluation of 
sterling, Bank rate increase in major non-mem
ber countries and the announcement of the US 
balance-of-payments programme. At the end of 
196 7, interest rates on the bond markets of the 
Member States thus showed a distinct tendency 
to rise despite measures taken by the Central 
Banks to influence liquidity. On the share 
markets of the Community the trend of quota
tions, which during the summer and until well 
into the autumn of last year had been moving 
very distinctly upwards in all member countries, 
faltered for a time. Germany was the only 
country where share prices continued to rise 
almost uninterruptedly. In France, too, share 
prices recovered a little towards the end of 
January, after the announcement of a com
prehensive programme to support economic 
activity. 



B. Outlook 

As explained in the last Quarterly Survey 
(No. 4/1967), the economic outlook in the 
Community for 1968 is somewhat difficult to 
assess. There is in particular some uncertainty 
as to how vigorous external demand will be, 
since it remains difficult to estimate accura
tely the effects of the devaluations of mid
November 1967, of the internal measures of 
restraint taken by major non-member countries, 
and of the US balance-of-payments programme 
announced at the beginning of January 1968. 
Added to this, there are the uncertainties created 
by the heavy speculation against the dollar, 
which revived at the beginning of March 1968 
and led to the introduction of a two-tier gold 
price. The following comments on the econ
nomic trend in the Community and the most 
important non-member countries in the months 
ahead are based on the assumption that it will 
prove possible, by appropriate measures, to 
improve the functioning of the international 
monetary systems and thus to ensure the un
trammelled development of world trade. 

Among the new factors which emerged after 
the completion of the last Quarterly Survey and. 
which are of importance for the prospective 
economic trend in the United States, mention 
should be made of the US budget proposals for 
fiscal 1969 (beginning on 1 July 1968). For 
the fiscal year as a whole, the aim is to curb 
the expansion of public spending, but there is 
an assumption, in respect of revenue, that the 
increase in personal and corporate income tax 
which the Administration has been calling for 
for many months will be achieved, although it 
is still uncertain whether Congress will adopt 
the necessary legislation. The success of the 
efforts to curtail the inflationary expansion of 
demand will, however, largely depend on whe
ther and when this tax increase becomes effec
tive. Further delay in the introduction of the 
tax measures would presumably force the 
authorities to tighten up monetary and credit 
policy further; indeed, the increase in the offi
cial discount rate on 15 March is evidence that 
this is already happening. The effect of a 
tighter monetary and credit policy on domestic 
demand would, however, be less restrictive than 
that of a tax increase. 

It is however, precisely the cost and price trend 
in the United States-very difficult to predict 
as long as the economic policy decisions are not 
yet uaken-which will affect visible Community 
exports to that country most. Although the 
mere fact that the real growth of the United 
States GNP will presumably accelerate fairly 
markedly (to about 4.5 % for 1968) can be 
expected to mean a higher rate of expansion of 
purchases from the Community than in 196 7, 
import demand may be even greater if the steps 
taken to combat the internal disequilibrium of 
the American economy prove insufficient. But 
if American imports were to be made subject 
to a surcharge in the near future-a measure 
apparently under consideration as a means of 
improving the balance of payments-the Com
munity's export prospects would deteriorate, 
though it is impossible to say at present to what 
extent. 

Community exports to the United Kingdom will 
presumably tend to decline in the next few 
months, as a result of the devaluation of sterling 
and the impact of the internal measures of 
restraint on British import demand. The Chan
cellor of the Exchequer's budget speech on 
19 March 1968 emphasized the Government's 
determination to curb drastically in 1968 the 
expansion in terms of volume of overall do
mestic demand, to check the rise in imports and 
to set free sufficient capacity to accommodate 
the expected upswing in exports. As for several 
reasons private consumers' expenditure has had 
to bear the brunt of the restrictive measures, 
the purchasing power and the propensity to 
spend of households are to be curbed by a com
bination of what are mainly measures of taxa
tion policy and incomes policy. The new 
budget provides for increases in taxation
mainly excise duties-toualling a good £ 900 mil
lion per year ( £ 77 5 million in the fiscal year 
1968 j 1969) . The Government is also en
deavouring to tighten up prices and incomes 
control; in principle until the end of 1969 
incomes must not be allowed to rise by more 
than 3.5 % per year. As against this no addi
tional credit restrictions were introduced and 
Bank rate was lowered on 21 March: this sug
gests that it is at present not deemed necessary 
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Demand for and supply of goods and services 

I 1965 1 1966 1 

I 
1967 4 I 1968 3 I 

I 
I 
I 

At 
I current 

I 
% change on preceding year 

prices 

I in '000 
million 
u.a. 5 Volume Value Volume Value Volume 

Gross fixed asset formation 69.5 + 3.3 + 5.9 + 1.5 + 2 + 6.5 

Public current expenditure on goods and 
services 43.8 + 2.8 + 8.0 + 4 + 7.5 + 3.5 

Private consumers' expenditure 182.3 + 4.3 I 7.8 + 3 .. L 5.5 
I+ 

3.5 T I 

Gross Community product 301.5 + 3.9 + 7.2 + 3 + 5 + 5 

I 
Balance exports 6 less imports 1 (at current 
prices, in '000 million units of account) + 2.8 + 3.5 + 5.7 + 4.41 

I 

1 Statistical Office of the European Communities :National Accounts 1957-1966. 
2 Commission estimates. 
3 Commission forecasts. 
4 Based on Community totals of the aggregates of the individual member countries at official exchange rates. 
5 1 u.a. = 1 unit of account = 0.888671 g of fine gold = US $1 at the official exchange rate. 
6 Goods, services and factor income. 

Note: 

(a) The difference between the figures for demand and those for supply is accounted for by movements in stocks. 
(b) The estimates and forecasts are approximations based on certain hypotheses, generally mentioned in the Quarterly 
Surveys. They have been discussed with the experts of the member countries but are established and published 
on the sole responsibility of the Commission. 

to use monetary instruments to reinforce res
traint. 

At present there is no evidence that the trend 
of Community exports to other non-member 
countries will show any fundamental change in 
the months ahead. Deliveries both to the other 
industrialized countries and to the developing 
countries will probably expand at a fairly modest 
pace. 

By and large, the Community's export outlook 
thus conforms closely to the expectations set 
out in the previous Quarterly Survey. It re
mains a reasonable assumption that the rise in 
exports to non-member countries will lose mo-
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mentum in the course of 1968 and that the 
export growth rate for the year as a whole will 
be appreciably smaller than the 196 7 figure. 

It appears, however, that in 1968 the expansion 
of internal demand in the Community will prove 
more vigorous than could previously have been 
foreseen. 1 This new assessment is mainly based 
on the unexpectedly sharp upswing of domestic 
demand in Germany around the turn of the 
year; it is also supported by the certainty that 
the recovery will continue, since it is already 
very firmly underpinned by a considerable in-

1 See country chapters. 



crease in private inves,tment act1v1ty-witness 
the brisk flow of orders placed with the capital 
goods industry. The reflationary measures 
adopted in Belgium and France are also likely 
to accelerate economic growth in these coun
tries. The forces of expansion will probably 
spread increas1ingly throughout 'the Community: 
the latest trends of intra-Community trade 
suggest that this is already happening. As, in 
the circumstances, the average working week 
will lengthen and the numbers -employed will 
go up, and as in addition wages may rise more 
than was hitherto assumed, private consumers' 
expenditure will also probably expand faster 
than before. 

Given the trend of demand, production forecasts 
too must be revised upwards. The growth of 
the real Community "GNP" for 1968 may now 
reach 5 %. The estimate of the growth rate 

of Community imports from non-member coun
tries must therefore also be modified. With 
the export outlook virtually unchanged, this 
means that the balance of trade and the current 
account must be expected to deteriorate even 
more than had been assumed in the last Quar
terly Survey. 

While at the beginning of the year there were 
appreciable price movements in some member 
countries because of reforms of the system, or 
increases in the rates, of excise duties, the price 
trend is likely to become more settled again in 
the next few months. As the expansion of 
demand is gathering distinct momentum and 
manpower and technical capacity reserves are 
increasingly taken up, the time may, however, 
soon come when the cost and price trends will 
once again begin to engender a measure of strain 
on individual markets. 
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C. Short-term economic policy 

This forecast of economic developments for the 
rest of the year is partly based on the assump
~ion that the Member States will pursue an 
appropriate economic policy of the type des
cribed in detail in the country chapters. In this 
connection mention must also be made of the 
new Recommendation on economic policy for 
1968 which the Council of the European Com
munities, acting on a Commission proposal, 
addressed to the Member States on 9 March 
1968 (the text is given as an annex to this 
chapter). The Short-term Economic Policy 
Committee and the Monetary Committee were 
consulted before the Council discussed the Re
commendation. 

In this document the Council laid down the 
guidelines for an active but at the same time 
highly flexible policy in support of economic 
act1v1ty. It calls upon the authorities of the 
individual member countries to take action to 
ensure that in the coming months the level of 
growth will be such that the productive resour
ces can be fully utilized while seeing to it
since in most member countries the price trends 
are not completely satisfactory-that the ten
dency for the economies to become more stable 
is safeguarded. In this connection, the Recom
mendation emphasized the need to forestall a 
rise in interest rates which could be the result 
of the policies of pursued in major non-member 
countries. The Council does not, however, 
completely rule out the possibility that in the 
second half of the year external factors may 
cause a slowdown of economic activity in the 
Community, a tendency which should be coun
tered in good time by a concerted effort to keep 
up the expansion of aggregate demand. 

A detailed analysis of the economic situation 
around the middle of the year will have to 
show at what pace internal demand has been 
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expanding, what effects this has had on the 
balances of payments of the member countries 
and to what extent the Community balance of 
payments has begun to react to the devaluations 
and the UK and US balance-of-payments meas
ures. By that time it should also be possible 
to assess more accurately the longer-term effects 
of these external factors. It will also have to 
be estimated how far their influence allows of 
balanced growth in the Community and what 
policy changes might be called for. 

It can, however, already be stressed that, given 
its balance-of-payments and the level of its 
foreign exchange reserves, the Community has 
appreciable scope for action to form an inde
pendent centre of economic activity. Its free
dom in this respect would be even greater if 
the Member States succeeded in concerting their 
monet,ary policies more fully. A policy designed 
to support economic growth and, if necessary, 
to spur it on, as is recommended by the Com
mission and the Council, is also likely to contri
bute to a more balanced development of inter
national payments. 

This will, of course, also depend in large 
measure on the effectiveness of the measures 
introduced in major non-member countries to 
curb the expansion of domestic demand: to the 
extent that these measures did not yield the 
desired results, export demand would make a 
further contribution to internal economic acti
vity in the Community and the deterioration of 
the Community's current account would be less 
than expected. If this were to happen, the 
Community could in the fairly near future once 
again find itself in a situation where the need 
to maintain internal stability would necessitate 
a more cautious policy without payments equili
brium having yet been achieved. 
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Graph 1. Trend curve; estimate established on the basis of indices adjusted by the SOEC for seasonal and 
fortuitous variations (excluding construction, food, beverages and tobacco). 

Graph 2. Total gross reserves of gold and foreign exchange held by the monetary authorities of the Community 
countries at the end of each month. 

Graph J. Three-month moving averages of the seasonally adjusted value of exports to non-member countries 
(fob) and imports from these countries (cif), as shown by customs returns. 

Graph 4. Three-month moving averages of the seasonally adjusted value of trade between EEC countries, as 
shown by customs returns for imports. 
u.a. : one unit of account = 0.888671 g of fine gold = US $1 at the official exchange rate. 
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TABLE 1 : Basic data 1966 

Numbers in employment, breakdown by main sector(%): 

- Agriculture 

-Industry 

- Services 

TABLE 2 : Key indicators 

% change by vohuue 
on preceding year 

1960 I 1961 I 1962 I 1963 I 1964 

Gross Community product 7.7 5.4 5.6 4.4 5.9 

Industrial production 12.3 6.7 6.3 5.2 7.0 

Visible imports 20.5 5.5 11.2 10.7 7.3 

Private consumers' expendi-
ture 6.2 6.2 6.3 6.0 4.4 

Gross fixed asset formation 10.4 10.1 7.1 5.4 8.3 

Visible exports 11.1 3.2 0.8 3.8 9.6 

Intra-Commuuityvisibletrade 22.0 14.5 13.8 16.2 13.5 

Gross product per capita 6.7 4.4 4.2 3.3 4.7 
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TABLE 3 : Basic monthly indicators 

I Year I Jan. I Feb. I Mar. I Apr. I May I June I ~uly I Aug. I Sept. I Oct. I Nov. I Dec. 

Industrial production 1966 162 167 170 1 173 173 175 158 1331 170 173 178 172 
(1958 = 100) 

1967 164 169 111 1 174 172 175 158 133 173 179 186 184 

1968 174 - I 
I I I 

Imports from non-member 1966 2 522 2 875 2 789 2 524 2 566 2 626 2 418 2 295 2 605 2 687 2 631 2 675 
countries (cif, million u.a.) 

1967 2 607 2 392 2 610 2 515 2 564 2654 2 366 2 376 2 444 2 620 2 784 2 837 

1968 2 696 2 606 I 

Exports to non-member 1966 2153 2179 2 567 2 372 2 451 2 485 2 505 2 226 2 460 2 626 2 527 2 849 
countries (fob, million u.a.) 

1967 2 563 2 413 2 678 2 681 2 595 2 721 2 543 2 358 2 525 2 918 I 2 763 2 876 

1968 I 2 781 I 2 771 
I 

llalanc<' of trade 1966 - 369 - 196 - 222 - 152 - 115 - 141 + 87 - 69 -145 - 61 -104 + 174 
(million u.a.) 

1967 - 44 + 21 + 68 + 166 + 31 + 67 + 177 - 18 + 81 +298 - 21 + 39 

1968 + 851 + 165 

2 0151 Intra-Community trade 1966 1 667 1 790 2 091 1861 1 903 1 968 1852 1 696 1 960 1 977 2 013 
(million u.a.) 

1967 1 925 1861 2145 2 002 1 974 2 099 1 913 1 734 1 956 2 245 2 182 2 126 

1968 2 123 2162 
I I 

NOTES 

Source : Statistical Office of the European Communities. 

Table 1 

- Total population at mid-year. 
- Numbers in employment at mid-year. 

Table 2 

- The final column of the table gives a % breakdown of GNP at market prices by main categories of expenditure. 
The calculation of the Community's GNP has been made on the basis of official exchange rate. 

- Industrial production: index of the Statistical Office of the European Communities, excluding construction, 
food, beverages and tobacco. 

- Imports of goods (cif) from countries which are not members of the EEC, as shown by customs returns. 
- Exports of goods (fob) to countries which are not members of the EEC, as shown by customs returns. 
- Trade between EEC member countries, as shown by customs returns relating to imports. 

Table 3 

- See note to Table 2. 
- Conversion into units of account was effected at official exchange rate (1 unit of account = 0.888671 g of 

fine gold = US $1 at the official exchange rate). 
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ANNEX 

Council Recommendation of 9 March 1968 

to the Member States 
on the guidelines for short-term 

economic policies in 1968 

The Council of the European Economic Com
munity, 

Having regard to Article 103 of the Treaty 
establishing the European Economic Com
munity, 

Acting on a proposal of the Commission, 

Having regard to the Council Recommendation 
of 11 July 1967 to the Member States on the 
guidelines for short•term economic policies 
during the second half of 196 7 and the first 
measures to be taken for 1968,1 

Considering that this recommendation should be 
adapted and expanded in order to take into 
account what is being done, and the changes 
which have occurred in the economic outlook, 
particularly following the devaluation of certain 
currencies and the concurrent introduction of 
restrictive policies, and the first steps taken in 
the US plan for improving its balance of 
payments, 

Recommends the Member States to observe the 
following guidelines for their short-term eco
nomic policies in 1968: 

1. From the middle of 1967, economic activity 
picked up in those Community countries where 
there had previously been a more or less marked 
slackening. The seasonally-adjusted rise in 
prices and unit costs has tended to level off. 

Conditions likely to encourage a spontaneous 
recovery were created by measures taken in 
1967 by most of the Member States. Comple
mentary measures to the same end were taken 
at the beginning of 1968 in Belgium and France. 

1 Official gazette No. 159, 18 July 1967, p. 6. 
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2. In the coming months, action should be 
taken to ensure that the level of growth will be 
such that manpower and technical resources can 
be fully used in conditions allowing maximum 
productivity. The action taken must be adapted 
to the economic situation of each Member State. 

Although in most of them price trends are not 
completely satisfactory, care must be taken to 
safeguard an incipient tendency towards stabi
lization. In such a case any action in support of 
economic activity taken in the field of invest
ment, or, if need be, consumption, should be 
mainly in the form of selective short-term 
measures. 

3. The November 1967 devaluations in non
member countries, the restrictive policies ac
companying them and the first steps taken in 
the USA programme for improving its balance 
of payments risk, in the months ahead, 
diminishing the supply of capital in the Com
munity's financial markets at the same time as 
increasing demand. 

Should this happen, Member States will have 
to try to stabilize the level of their interest 
rates, in order to achieve the expansionary aims 
referred to earlier. 

An effective policy in this sphere would be all 
the easier to apply if it were part of concerted 
action taken by the Member States. This action 
should from now on aim at avoiding within the 
Community divergent trends in these rates. 

The pursuit of these aims in countries with 
marked balance-of-payments surpluses should 
help to achieve a better external equilibrium. 
Countries where payments are at present more 
or less balanced should, while pursuing a policy 
of economic expansion, accept a trend which 



might be reflected in a slight deficit on their 
external payments, provided their economic 
stability is not upset. 

4. If during the second half of the year im
ports and investment by enterprises should be 
affected by the external factors just referred to 
and cause a slowdown of economic activity in 
the Community, this trend should be countered 
in good time by a concerted effort to keep up 
the expansion of aggregate demand by suitable 
measures in the investment field and-for some 
States-in connection with private consumption. 
As these measures would have to be applied 
very quickly, monetary policy and budget policy 
would assume particular importance and so 
should be kept as flexible as possible. 

5. If however economic expansion in the 
Community appeared to be too vigorous in the 
second half of the year, care would have to be 

taken to avoid any strains which might endanger 
rapid and balanced growth. 

In such a case, the increased revenue from 
taxation should be used to reduce budget defi
cits, and increases in public expenditure should 
be avoided, particularly operating expenses. 
Prices and costs would need to be watched 
more closely. 

6. Care would also have to be taken that any 
counter-cyclical measures found necessary did 
not endanger or slow down the effort being 
made to rationalize the structure of the central 
budgets and local government budgets, an effort 
which must be pursued without interruption. 

7. The Council proposes that towards the 
middle of the year the economic situation in the 
Community and the outlook should be examined 
so that fresh guidelines for the carrying out of 
points 4 and 5 could be laid down. 
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II. THE SITUATION IN EACH 

OF THE COMMUNITY COUNTRIES 





A. Federal Republic of Germany 

The economy of the Federal Republic of Germany is at present definitely expanding 
vigorously; the upswing got underway because of official measures to spur on 
activity, but it has since been kept going by strong upward tendencies inherent in 
the economy itself. Not only have firms started building up stocks, but a rapid 
change has also taken place in the trend in industrial expenditure on fixed assets. 
In contrast to this expansion, the increase in private consumption has, however, 
continued to lag somewhat behind-although, here too, with the progressive 
improvement in the employment situation, favourable conditions for a rapid and 
lasting recovery have been created. 

Domestic production is once again forging ahead. Imports, too, have been rising 
very rapidly for some time. The price climate has remained relatively calm
although at the beginning of the year the changeover to the tax on value added 
entailed considerable ad;ustments in the pattern of prices and, in particular, a 
perceptible increase in the level of consumer prices. 

In view of the strong inherent drive of the internal forces which are making for 
growth, it can now be taken as certain that the economic revival will continue. 
For 1968 the increase in the real gross national product will exceed 4 % and reach 
about 5 %. 

For those in charge of economic policy, this means that later on in the year more 
care may perhaps again have to be taken to keep costs and prices stable, so that 
rapid and balanced growth can be maintained over a long period. 

1. Recent developments 

In the early months of 1968 the new upsurge 
of activity made major gains. Meanwhile, the 
expansionary forces inherent in demand have 
had a very strong influence on industrial pro
d~ction and building and construction. 

In contrast to experience in the past, when the 
key to the revival was export demand, the deci
sive £actor this time was the reversal of the 
trend of expenditure on stocks and fixed assets. 
The fairly marked revival of visible exports, 
which is linked with the progressive recovery 
of the business situation in important purchasing 
countries, is however providing substantial sup
port for economic activity in general. 

The rapid strengthening of the propensity to in
vest in the last few months, originally stimulated 
by the active economic policy of the Federal 
Government and by the expansionary measures 
taken by the Bundesbank~ was increasingly due 
to factors inherent in the economy itself, partic
ularly the steady improvement in firms' sales 
and profit expectations. In the fourth quarter 
of 196 7 new domestic orders in the capital 
goods industries ( seasonally adjusted) had al
ready regained the high level of 1965; compared 
with their loweSt level, recorded in the first 
quarter of 196 7 during the recession, the in
crease was no less than 3 5 %. Since then, the 
position as regards orders has improved further, 
despite the fact that some special circumstances 
no longer obt,ain-tax privileges in respect of 
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depreciation have, for example, been discon
tinued. In addition, there has recently been an 
appreciable increase in building orders placed 
by firms, as also in the number of plans for 
public building and the number of permits for 
residential construction. This advance in orders 
has meanwhile led to a marked reversal of the 
trend in actual expenditure on gross fixed asset 
formation: expenditure on plant and machinery 
is again forging ahead, as is shown for example 
by the strong expansion of domestic turnovers 
in mechanical engineering, and expenditure on 
building ,and construction, the growth of which 
was for a time hampered by exceptionally bad 
weather in the winter months, has been rising 
steeply since the beginning of the spring. 

The reversal of the trend in investment in stocks 
has also done much to expand business activity 
of late. In the fourth quarter of 1967, firms 
in some industries began to reconstitute their 
stocks, which had fallen sharply during the 
period of recession; there now seems to be a 
general tendency for firms to build up stocks 
again, following the changeover to the added
value tax system and the consequent establish
ment of a new price structure. 

Private consumers' expenditure, on the other 
hand, has not so far made any very marked 
contribution to the expansion of economic acti
vity in general. At all events, retail turnovers 
in the last few months indicate no more than 
a slight advance in this demand component. 
The upward trend in incomes does not yet 
appear to have gained much strength. Although 
the number of persons in paid employment and 
the average number of hours worked have 
recently (apart from variations) gone up, the 
expansion of production has so far been mainly 
due to the utilization of existing reserves of 
productivity: in industry, particularly, the in
crease in output per man hour has been excep
tionally large. In addition, the trend in agreed 
hourly wage rates has remained relatively set
tled. Moreover, a fairly high level of seasonal 
unemployment helped to slow down the devel
opment of incomes for a time during the winter 
months. 

In the building industry, particularly, allowance 
should be made for the fact that the bad 
weather at the end of 1967 and the beginning 
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of 1968 made work impossible on more days 
than in the previous year. Subsequently, howev
er, the underlying tendencies towards a pro
gressive decline in unemployment and an in
crease ·in the number of vacancies again became 
clearly apparent on the labour market. By the 
end of February, the number of unemployed 
had £allen to 589 700-83 900 fewer than at 
the same time last year-while the number of 
vacancies was higher than it had been a year 
earlier. According to the seasonally adjusted 
figures, ~there were at the end of February more 
vacancies than persons seeking employment: this 
was the first time this had happened for a year. 

The fact that the recovery has now spread fairly 
widely throughout the economy is shown, 
above all, by the vigorous increase in industrial 
output. According to the national index 
(seasonally adjusted), it went up by about 
6.5 % in the fourth quarter of 196 7 compared 
with the third. Thus, if seasonal variations are 
discounted, industrial production had already 
surpassed the previous peak. Although the 
increase became somewhat less rapid in the 
following months, when certain special factors 
were no longer operative, underlying progress 
was nevertheless steady and the upward trend 
quite strong. 

In addition, imports have been rising perceptibly 
faster since last autumn. Towards the end of 
196 7, purchases ahead of the introduction of 
the tax on value added were of course also of 
some importance here; nevertheless, the sta
tistics for the first few months of this year 
clearly show that ,the vigorous rise in imports 
or raw materials and semi-manufactures was 
mainly due to the growth of production and to 
the tendency for firms to build up stocks, 
whereas the increase in imports of finished 
goods was largely determined by the expansion 
of investment. 

The monetary situation favoured the progressive 
development of the economic recovery. The 
banks' liquidity position was improved by the 
large quanticies of foreign currencies which 
continued to flow in from abroad and by the 
central authorities' extensive cash deficits. The 
banks were able to reduce their rediscount com
mitments considerably and, in addition, invested 
on the Euro-currencies market. At the same 
time, with short-term interest rates still relati-



vely low, the demand for credit in trade and 
industry increased appreciably. 

On the stock market, considerable quantttles 
of investment capital were mobilized by the 

temporary but very sharp rise in quotations in 
the early months of the year. On the other 
hand, the market in fixed interest securities re
mained sluggish; here, interest rates tended, if 
anything, to go up slightly. 

Demand for and sttpply of goods and services 

1965 1 I 19661 1967 1 1968 I 

~--------

At 
current % change on preceding year 
prices 

(in DM 
'000 

million) Volume Value Volume Value Volume 

' 
Exports 3 91.4 + 10.8 + 12.7 + 9.2 + 7.5 + 6.5 

Gross fixed asset formation 118.9 + 0.2 + 2.5 - 7.7 - 9.8 + 7 

Public current expenditure on goods and 
services 69.7 + 1.0 + 8.2 + 3.2 + 6.5 + 2 

Private consumers' expenditure 255.7 + 3.5 + 7.5 + 0.6 + 2.4 + 2 

--- -~~--

Gross national product 452.7 + 2.3 + 6.2 - 0.1 + 0.6 + 5 

Imports 3 92.0 + 2.7 + 4.9 - 0.4 - 1.9 + 10.5 

1 Federal Statistical Office, "Wirtschaft und Statistik", No. 2/1967. 
2 Commission forecasts. 
3 Goods, services and factor income. 
4 At preceding year's prices. 

Notes: 
(a) The difference between the figures for demand and those for supply is accounted for by movements in stocks. 
(b) The forecasts are approximations based on certain hypotheses, generally mentioned in the Quarterly Surveys. 
They have been discussed with the experts of the member countries but are established and published on the sole 
responsibility of the Commission. 

2. Outlook 

At the beginning of spring, the outlook for the 
remainder of the year seems even better than 
it did at the end of 1967.1 The internal factors 
making for expansion have meanwhile acquired 
considerable momentum of their own, so that 
the upsurge of activity can now be regarded as 
certain to continue. This being so, the increase 

in the real gross national product in 1968 com
pared with 1967 should exceed 4% and reach 
about 5 %. 

In view of the strength of the forces favouring 
recovery inherent in the economy, there appears 

1 See the remarks on this subject in Quarterly Survey 
No. 4/1967. 
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to be little danger that the present phase of 
fairly vigorous growth will be impaired by ex
ternal influences stemming from the world eco
nomic situation and international capital move
ments. For the year as a whole, the growth 
rate for exports may well again be substantial. 
Moreover, there are good reasons for believing 
that the favourable effects that the economic 
upswing in the Federal Republic of Germany 
will have on the other Community countries will 
-by improving export potential-also prove 
beneficial to the German economy later on in 
the year. 

The vigorous upward trend in domestic demand, 
which can be expected to continue in the coming 
months, will at first still depend mainly on 
increased investment. In addition to a further 
rapid adjustment of stocks to turnovers, there 
is likely to be, in particular, a substantial exten
sion of building activity. The requirements 
governing any noteworthy acceleration of ex
penditure in this field have been met even more 
fully in recent months, because the (admittedly 
incomplete) information at present available 
suggests tha,t the local authorities, who are the 
principal public investors, will probably tend to 
increase their expenditure on building and 
construction more in the course of this year. 
In addition, with sales prospects improved and 
industry running nearer capacity, firms are also 
almost certain to revise their investment plans 
in an upward direction, all the more since 
financing is not expected to cause any difficul
ties: the cash situation of firms will be enhanced 
inter alia by the fact that from February 1968 
onwards they will gain a total of about 
DM 4 500 million because tax will no longer 
be charged on old stocks; furthermore, profita
bility should continue to improve and, lastly, 
there will certainly still be abundant funds 
available from outside sources at relatively 
attractive interest rates. 

From the middle of the year onwards, expendi
ture on private consumption should become 
another important factor making for expansion. 
With the growth of productivity gradually level
ling off, there are then likely to be not only 
an appreciable rise in the number of persons in 
paid employment but also considerable increases 
~n agreed hourly wage rates and a faster wage 
drift. Furthermore, the amounts withdrawn 
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from their businesses by self-employed persons 
will probably rise sharply. 

In the coming months, demand-in general very 
dynamic-will continue to be matched by fairly 
elastic domestic supply. At the moment, there 
appear to be adequate resources of capacity and 
manpower available to ensure smooth and rapid 
growth. But the possibility that new strains 
may develop later on in the year-at least in 
some individual industries-cannot be ruled 
out. In the present circumstances, these will 
probably first become apparent on the labour 
market, where the supply of domestic manpower 
might quite soon prove inadequate and where 
the maintenance of equilibrium will then depend 
on the scope for employing foreign manpower. 
There is much less reason to fear overloading 
of technical capacities in the foreseeable future. 
In industry, firms have, to be sure, taken up a 
lot of slack in recent months, and here and 
there the increase in the number of orders in 
hand has already forced some of them to start 
quoting later delivery dates once again, but it 
should be possible on the whole for industry 
to continue expanding production rapidly; con
siderable reserves of capacity are also still 
av;ailable in the building industry, where the 
wave of new orders induced by the Govern
ment's second programme to stimulate the 
economy is one factor among several suggesting 
that building activity will make strong gains 
from the spring onwards. 

Some of the additional overall demand will, 
moreover, benefit other countries, especially 
those in the Community. In the fourth quarter 
of 1967, the economy of the Federal Republic 
of Germany had already ceased to inhibit inter
national business activity and was increasingly 
helping to expand it. Imports will certainly 
continue to climb steeply and eat into foreign 
trade surpluses-although these should still 
remain high because of the considerable discrep
ancy that still exists between the level of 
imports and that of exports. 

The outlook for the demand/ supply relationship 
suggests that prices might gradually lose the 
stability ,achieved in 1967. Already at the 
beginning of 1968, the changeover to the tax 
on value added system led to an appreciable 
rise in the general price level; the increases in 
tax rates planned for the middle of the year 



will push prices up further, especially in the 
field of private consumption. In ,addition, some 
factors which, on the supply and cost side, have 
hitherto helped to keep prices down might prove 
less effective in the second half of the year, 
whilst at the same time the faster growth rate 
expected for demand will offer scope for wider 
profit margins. 

This means that later on in the year those in 
charge of short-term policy will probably have 
to pay more attention once again to maintaining 
price stability, and precautions will have to be 
taken to counteract inflationary strains as far 
as possible as soon as they appear. The need 
for a consistent policy of controlled expansion 
will therefore grow as the forces making for 
expansion regain their inherent vigour. 

At first, however, the task of consolidating the 
gains made will still merit some degree of prior
ity. In particular, those in charge of monetary 
and credit policy ought perhaps to aim even 
more than before at bringing down the still 
relatively high level of interest rates and making 
the most of the opportunities which are still 
available-at the international level as well as 
at home-for bringing interest rates closer in 
line with economic-policy desidevata. These 
efforts should be accompanied by a public debt 
policy designed to relieve the capital market of 
considerable pressure. This means, however, 
that budget deficits will still have to be financed 
very largely by recourse to the money markets, 
since the demand for credit in 1968, particu
larly on the part of the central government, is 
certain to match the exceptionally high level of 
1967. In the short term, money-market finan
cing of deficits of the size envisaged would still 
be tolerable in the interests of internal stabil
ity. In the longer term, however, the efforts 
being made to improve the geneool framework 
of public finances ought to be intensified sub
stantially, as part of arrangements to maintain 
and adjust medium-term budget planning year 
by year; such measures could perhaps usefully 
include effective steps to slow down the growth 
of expenditure. 

3. The economic situation in West 
Berlin 

In 1967 the slowdown in business activity was 
rather more marked in Berlin than in the Federal 
area. The Berlin "GNP" in real terms fell by 

a good 1 % , the lowest point of the recession 
being reached in the third quarter; since then 
the Berlin economy has come nearer to the 
general economic revival in the Federal Repub
lic. 

The trend of visible exports mirrored the weak
ness of the economic situation in the Federal 
Republic. For example, deliveries to the Fed
eral area in 1967 were up by only 3.1 % on 
the 1966 figure. On the other hand, visible 
exports to other countries rose by about 9 %, 
thus providing appreciable support for both 
production and employment in Berlin. 

Overall gross fixed asset formation declined in 
1967 compared with 1966. This was due solely 
to the substantial reduction in expenditure on 
plant and machinery (by 8.5% in volume), for 
expenditure on building and construction con
tinued to rise, although more slowly than before. 
In the second half of the year, however, a fresh 
upward movement began to develop, and this 
was also reflected in expenditure on plant and 
machinery. 

Priv,ate consumers' expenditure, which at the 
beginning of 1967 was still making a fairly 
substantial contribution to expansion, tended 
later on in the year to fall off more sharply 
than in the Fedeool area. Although transfer in
comes went up especially sharply last year, this 
did not completely offset the slower growth of 
wages and salaries. 

On the labour market, the increase in unem
ployment ( apart from variations ) remained 
within fairly narrow limits because building 
activity was comparatively brisk. The unem
ployment rate was noticeably lower than in the 
Federal area-at the end of December it stood 
at 1.8 % of all wage- and salary-earners. Only 
about 8.5% of the persons then unemployed in 
Berlin came from the building toodes (as against 
almost 20 % in the Federal Republic), but 
metal-processing workers accounted for nearly 
20 % of all unemployed and administrative and 
clerical workers about 14 % (compared with 
11 % and 6 % respectively in the Federal 
area). 

Industrial production for 1967 was 4.6% down 
on 1966, but towards the end of the year there 
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was a fairly marked recovery. This was the 
case, particularly, in mechanical and electrical 
engineering, which together account for about 
35 % of all Berlin's industrial output. The 
sales position in the clothing industry has also 
improved recently. 

The outlook for the coming months suggests a 
progressive improvement in the business situa
tion. In' manufacturing industry, the number 
of new orders, which had fallen by an average 
of 2.4% in 1967, was 10% higher in the 
fourth quarter than in the same period of 1966. 
Since demand from the Federal area is again 
rising and the number of orders placed by the 
public authorities remains high, Berlin's econ
omy should, during the course of 1968, 
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gradually achieve the same growth rate as in 
the Federal area. 

In order that the longer-term propensity to in
vest may continue to gain strength, clear infor
mation is needed as soon as possible as to the 
future form of measures to stimulate Berlin's 
economy further. As for general economic 
policy, the extension of the Law on aid to 
Berlin, which expires at the end of 1969, will 
provide an opportunity for adjusting the aid 
arrangements, while maintaining the present 
level of preference, in such a way as to pro
duce a qualitative improvement in Berlin's eco
nomic structure in the fairly long term-an 
improvement which is also desirable for reasons 
of short-term economic policy. 
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Graph 1. Trend curve; estimate established on the basis of indices adjusted by the SOEC for seasonal and for
tuitous variations (excluding construction, food, beverages and tobacco). 

Graph 2 : Trends, based on series adjusted for seasonal variations. 
Graph 3. Source : Statistisches Bundesamt. Cost-of-living index at middle of month; index of average hourly 

gross earnings in industry (including construction). 
Graph 4. Short-term loans to business and private customers within the country. 
Graphs 5 and 6. Series adjusted for seasonal variations (Three-month moving averages). Exports fob, imports cif. 

Conversion at official exchange rate. 
u.a.: one unit of account = 0.888671 g of fine gold = US $1 at the official exchange rate. 
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Federal Republic of Germany 

Total area ('000 sq. km.) 

Total population ('000) 

Density of population per sq. km. 

Numbers in employment ('000) 

TABLE 1 : Basic data 1967 

Numbers in employment, breakdown by main sector(%) 

- Agriculture 

-Industry 

of which : Construction 

-Services 

Percentage share of gross domestic product 

- Agriculture 

-Industry 

of which: Construction 

- Services 

Gross product per capita (DM) 

TABLE 2 : Key indicators 

% change by volume 
on preceding year 

196o i 1961 I 1962 1 1963 1 1964 1 1965 I 1966 I 1967 

Gross national product 8.8 5.4 4.2 3.4 6.6 5.6 I 2.3 -0.1 

Industrial production 10.7 6.3 4.5 2.7 8.5 6.7 1.9 -2.2 

Total imports 16.9 8.1 11.4 8.0 10.7 15.0 2.8 -0.4 

Private consumers' expendi-
ture 6.9 6.8 5.9 2.9 5.3 6.3 3.5 0.6 

Public current expenditure 
on goods and services 7.6 7.8 11.5 7.5 -0.5 6.9 1.1 3.2 

Gross fixed asset formation 11.3 9.4 5.9 2.9 12.0 6.5 0.2 -7.7 

Total exports 13.0 3.5 3.9 9.0 9.6 7.2 11.0 9.2 

Gross national product per 
capita 7.7 4.0 2.8 2.2 5.3 4.3 1.2 -0.5 

Gross national product per I 
person gainfully employed 7.0 4.0 3.4 3.0 6.2 4.9 2.6 2.9 
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248.5 

59 873 

241 

26 292 

10.6 

48.4 

8.1 

41.0 

5.1 

49.4 

7.7 

45.5 

8077 

Volume Contri· 
indices bution 
(1958 (in%) 

= 100) to 
GNP 

1967 1967 

152 -

158 -
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Federal Republic of Germany 

TABLE 3 : Foreign trade (at current prices) 

Indices 1 % 
% change on preceding year 1958 Million of the 

- 100 u.a. total 
---------

I I 19631 I I I 
1961 1962 1964 1965 1966 1967 1967 1967 1967 

' 

VIsible exports I Total 11.1 4.5 10.2 10.9 10.3 12.5 8.0 247 21 736 100 
Intra-EEC 19.6 20.9 20.8 8.4 6.7 16.0 9.4 333 8 002 36.8 
To non-EEC countries 7.6 1.0 4.7 12.5 12.4 10.6 7.2 215 13 734 63.2 

Exports of food, beverages and tobacco 
Total 4.3 7.3 16.0 20.5 25.0 - 2.0 27.0 296 541 2.5 
Intra-EEC 1.0 8.1 23.9 22.1 22.6 6.6 61.2 436 285 1.3 
To non-EEC count.ries 6.3 6.9 11.5 19.5 26.6 - 7.3 2.7 218 255 1.2 

Exports of raw materials and manufactures 
Total 11.3 4.5 10.1 10.8 10.0 12.9 7.5 246 21195 97.5 
Intra-EEC 20.1 12.2 20.8 8.1 6.3 16.3 8.1 330 7 717 35.5 
To non-EEC countries 7.6 0.9 4.6 12.3 12.1 11,0 7.2 214 13 471:1 62.0 

Visible imports 

I 
Total 8.3 12.2 6.0 12.2 19.6 3.2 - 3.7 236 17 352 100 
Intra-EEC 13.3 16.6 8.7 17.4 30.7 4.2 - 1.1 362 6 864 39.6 
From non-EEC countriPs 6.1 10.3 4.7 9.7 13.6 2.5 - 5.4 102 10 488 60.4 

Imports of food, beverages and tobacco 
Total 7.9 20.1 - 8.3 8.3 21.6 2.4 - 4.2 184 3 582 20.6 
Intra-EEC 15.8 15.9 - 0.0 9.3 28.0 6.8 0.1 286 1 442 8.3 
l<rom non-EEC countries 4.4 22.2 -12.2 7.8 18.1 - 0.1 - 6.9 149 2 140 12.3 

Imports of raw materials and manufactures 
Total 8.4 9.9 10.7 13.3 19.0 3.3 - 3.6 254 13 769 79.·1 
Tot.ra-EEC 12.5 16.8 11.5 19.7 81.3 3.5 - 1.4 389 5 422 31.3 
From non-EEC count.ries 6.7 6.8 10.8 10.2 12.5 3.2 - 5.0 207 8 347 48.1 

--

TABLE 4 : Basic monthly indicators 

I Year I Jan. 
I 

Feb. I Mar. I Apr. 
I 

Jllay I June I July I Aug. I Sept. 
I 

Oct. 
I 

Nov. I Dec. 

IndllStrial produc- 1966 I 151 156 162 168 167 168 153 H2 162 166 169 156 
tion (1958 = 100) 1967 144 149 153 158 158 157 149 138 161 168 176 174 

1968 152 159 

Unemployed 1966 26!l 236 141 121 lOR 101 102 106 113 146 216 372 
(1000) 1967 621 674 576 501 458 401 377 359 341 361 395 526 

1968 673 590 460 

New orders re- 1966 173 178 216 193 193 188 176 170 192 192 1N3 Hi9 
ce!ved 1967 160 162 187 176 179 190 171 170 194 216 207 195 
(1958 = 100) 1968 184 189 

of which: 
home orders 1966 163 170 208 186 185 178 169 161 184 181 169 150 

1967 144 H5 171 163 165 171 160 158 182 206 192 173 
1968 163 171 

foreign orders 1966 211 213 250 227 230 234 207 208 232 243 248 255 
1967 229 239 260 237 243 277 227 223 249 261 271 291 
1968 27.1 269 

Construction : 1966 2.UJ 2.U7 4.00 3.75 3.85 4.03 4.15 4.03 4.04 4.13 3.33 3.47 
permits issued 1967 2.76 2.68 3.11 3.50 3.32 3.69 3.78 3.60 3.70 4.35 3.88 3.13 
(DJ'rl '000 million) 1968 

Private consumers' 1966 Hi 147 17!) 179 176 165 177 162 168 182 194 242 
expenditure: Retail 1967 155 148 l<il 171 174 172 174 165 171 181 195 259 
turnover, value 1968 152 151 178 
(1958 = 100) 

Total visible im- 1966 1 446 1 3!l7 1 685 1 476 1541 1 544 1 478 1 449 1 482 1 607 1 530 1 533 
ports (million u.a.) 1967 1 393 1 276 1 442 1 406 1 403 1 556 1 401 1 408 1 414 1 579 1 613 1 653 

1968 1 55J 1 538 1 659 

Total visible ex- 1966 1 492 1 490 1 757 1 559 1 701 1 645 1 708 1 537 1 727 1 809 1 719 2 012 
ports (million u. a) 1967 1 750 1 629 1 816 1 867 1 724 1 884 1 726 1 654 1 791 1 989 1 906 2 025 

1968 1 869 1 862 2 102 

Balance of trade 1966 + 46 + 93 + 72 + 83 + 160 + 101 + 230 + 88 + 246 + 201 + 189 + 479 
(mluton u.a.) 1967 + 357 + 352 + 373 + 461 + 321 + 327 + 325 + 246 + 377 + 410 + 292 + 372 

1968 + 316 + 324 + 443 

Offic!al gold and 1966 6 190 6139 6150 6 072 5974 6 193 6 441 6 433 6 454 6 616 6 652 6 771 
foreign exchange 1967 6 490 6 684 6 759 6 723 6 759 6 702 6 639 6 690 6 808 6 737 6 914 6 853 
reserves 1968 6 486 6 749 7 030 
(million u.a.) 

Money supply 

I 
1966 74.0 7~.5 74.2 75.9 76.9 77.7 77.3 77.7 76.7 76.5 79.3 79.5. 

UM '000 million) 1967 74A 76.3 75.6 77.0 77.6 78.7 79.3 79.7 80.2 H0.5 84.2 87.8 
]!Hid .Y1.5 81,3 
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Federal Republic of Germany 

NOTES 

Source: Statistical Office of the European Communities (except as otherwise indicated). 

Table 1 

- Total population. Average for year (estimate). 
- Numbers in employment. Average for year (estimate); the breakdown by main sector is for 1966. Source: 

Statistisches Bundesamt. 
Shares industries in gross domestic product at factor cost (1966); industry including small workshops. Source : 
Statistischcs Bundesamt. 
Gross national product at market prices. 

Table 2 

- Changes based on 1958 prices; for 1967, however, the base- year is 1954. 
- Gross national product at market prices. 
- Industrial production: value added at market prices (incl. small non-shops). 
- Total exports and imports: goods, services and factor income. 

Table 3 

- Exports fob, imports cif. Conversion at official exchange rates. The products have been regrouped oJ:L the 
basis of the Statistical and Tariff Classification for International Trade (CST) : food, beverages and tobacco 
(Groups 0 and 1 CST), raw materials and manufactures (Groups 2-9 CST). 

Table 4 

- Industrial production. Source: Statistisches Bundesamt. All industries, including construction, adjusted 
for varying length of months. 

- Unemployed: Position at end of month; not adjusted for seasonal variation. Source: Bundesanstalt fiir Arbeits
vermittlung und Arbeitslosenversicherung. 

- New orders. Source: Statistisches Bundesamt. Unadjusted index (value) for manufacturing industry (ex
cluding foodstuffs); value index (calendar months). 

- Construction. Source: Statistisches Bundesamt. Building permits, estimates of construction costs (excluding 
civil engineering). 

- Private consumers' expenditure. Source: Statistisches Bundesamt. Index of value of retail of trade turn· 
over; value index. 

- Exports fob, imports cif. Conversion at official exchange rate. Source: Statistisches Bundesamt. 
- Official gold and foreign exchange reserves. Bundesbank's gross reserves of gold and convertible currency 

at end of month. 
- Money supply. Notes and coin in circulation, excluding cash holdings of credit institutions. Sight deposits of 

non-banks and of private residents (excluding public authorities' deposits with the Bundesbank). End-of
month figures. 
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B. France 

The revival of business activity which began at the end of the summer of 1967 
made further progress in the early months of this year-mainly because of the 
vigour of export demand and of the very expansive implementation of the central 
government budget. Furthermore, with the employment situation becoming 
increasingly stable and disposable incomes rising a little more rapidly, private 
consumers' expenditure tended to increase at a slightly faster pace. 

Under these circumstances, there was steady expansion in both domestic production 
-particularly industrial production-and imports. Although the forces tending 
to raise prices remained relatively weak, the reform of the value-added tax system 
at the beginning of the year led to a substantial increase in the cost of living. 

In order to consolidate the economic recovery, and in view of the existence of 
special factors liable to retard overall economic growth for a time, measures to 
boost both private consumption and investment were taken in the middle of January 
under a comprehensive short-term economic policy programme. Demand can 
therefore be expected to rise relatively quickly in the remainder of the year. To 
the extent that it does in fact do so, greater vigilance would however seem advisable 
in order to ensure that conditions remain favourable for the maintenance of internal 
equilibrium and that external equilibrium does not deteriorate unduly. In this 
connection, the key factor will be the handling of the budget in the second half 
of 1968. 

1. Recent developments 

The revival in general economic activity, which 
began in the summer months last year, was 
maintained at the end of 1967 and the begin
ning of 1968, the pace of advance being, if not 
very rapid, at least appreciable; the recovery 
was encouraged by the increased vigour of ex
port demand and was supported by official 
measures designed, among other things, to miti
gate rather negative effects that certain struc
tural reforms were likely to have in the short 
term. 

Export demand has been one of the most im
portant factors making for expansion. Visible 
exports, particularly, which had already been 
picking up steadily since the spring of 1967, 
have shown a further and more rapid increase 
in recent months. From July 1967 to February 
1968, their advance (apart from variations) was 

equivalent to an annual growth rate of over 
20 %; from the foreign trade statistics it 
appears that visible exports in January-February 
1968 were 14% up on the corresponding 1967 
figure. The improved prospects for sales in the 
Federal Republic of Germany, where the eco
nomic recovery is now well under way, made a 
decisive contribution to this more rapid upward 
movement-after exports to Italy, the Nether
lands and the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic 
Union had already been rising quite noticeably 
for some time. On the other hand, exports to 
non-member countries, especially to countries of 
the franc area and the other developing coun
tries; tended to slow down somewhat; excep
tions were the United Kingdom, the United 
States and some other countries. 

The stimulating influence of export demand and 
the disappearence of certain inhibiting factors 
connected with the reform of the turnover tax 
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which took effect on 1 January 1968-such as 
retailers' reluctance to place orders for stocks 
-has done much to raise production and in
comes in the last few months and thus ensure 
rhat economic demand continues to expand. 

Although capital expenditure by the public 
authorities and public enterprises has continued 
to rise very vigorously since last autumn, the 
advance in gross fixed asset formation may 
nevertheless have been somewhat slower than 
before. It is not impossible-indeed the trend 
of new orders in the capital goods industries 
supports this view-that private investment has 
been marking time, following an upward move
ment which was particularly rapid in 1966 and 
remained so until well on into 196 7. 

The stockbuilding trend, on the other hand
the decline of which definitely helped to slow 
down business activity in 1967-probably lev
elled out in recent months and may even have 
begun rising again. In the retail trade, partic
ularly-after the turnover tax reform which 
came into force on 1 January 1968-firms may 
now have begun to replenish depleted stocks. 

Private consumers' expenditure, which was 
already picking up appreciably in the autumn 
of 1967, appears to have expanded more rapidly 
towards the end of the first quarter of 1968. 
The decisive factor here has probably been, first 
and foremost, a more favourable trend both in 
wages and salaries and in the amounts with
drawn from their businesses by self-employed 
persons, both trends being linked to increases 
in production and turnovers. Moreover, on 
1 January 1968 the guaranteed minimum wage 
in trade and industry ( SMIG) was raised by 
3.26 % and that in agriculture (SMAG) by 
3.8 %, and family allowances and old-age 
pensions were put up on 1 February 1968. It 
is true that gross incomes attracted varying 
levels of tax from month to month, owing to 
the influence of certain special factors, some of 
which cancelled each other out (higher social 
security contributions, tax cut of FF 100 on 
the income tax due for 196 7, reduction of 15 % 
in the first third of income tax to be paid in 
advance for 1968). None the less, everything 
suggests that, on balance, the tendency towards 
a more pronounced upward movement in dispo
sable incomes predominated. Lastly, the higher 
prices for certain items of private consumption, 
due either to the change in social security regu-
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lations (prescription charges) or to the reform 
of the tax on value added (foodstuffs) , some
times entailed "autonomous" increases in ex
penditure which encroached on saving. 

With export demand expanding more rapidly 
and domestic demand continuing to move up
wards, the growth rate of industrial production 
has remained fairly steady in recent months: 
the seasonally adjusted INSEE index, which had 
gone up by 2 % in the fourth quarter of 196 7 
compared with the third, rose just as fast in 
the early months of 1968. The trend in build
ing output, on the other hand, showed that 
the revival in residential construction was still 
mainly confined to state-subsidized housing
although the public authorities again stepped up 
their demand for building work considerably. 

As substantial reserves of productivity were still 
available to accommodate increased output, the 
employment position in general showed only a 
small improvement. However, the average 
working week has probably lengthened slightly 
in the last few months, and the number of 
persons in paid employment also appears to 
have returned to a higher level of late. In any 
case, there is clear evidence-in the trend of 
unfilled vacancies and in that of the number of 
job-seekers-that a measure of stability is re
turning to the labour market. 

The import trend has definitely been rising, 
mainly owing to increased demand for consumer 
goods but also to the need to re-adjust stocks 
of raw materials to the faster pace of output. 
In January-February 1968, the volume of mer
chandise imported-as shown by foreign trade 
statistics-was about 5% up on the same 1967 
figure. 

Owing to the influence of certain special factors, 
the upward movement of consumer prices has 
become very much stronger in the last few 
months: the increases in the charges for various 
public utilities in the autumn of 1967, and in 
doctors' fees and prescription charges i1;1 No
vember 1967, and the effects which the reform 
of indirect taxation at the beginning of 1968 
had on retail prices, were the main factors 
behind a 2.4 % increase in the IN SEE index 
(250 items) between .September 1967 and 
January 1968-as against only 1.1 % between 
the same months of 1966/67. For January 
1968 the year-to-year rise in the cost of living 
was 4 %. It should, however, be borne in 



mind that the strong increase in prices in recent 
months has for the most part been due to events 
that will not recur and is not in any way the 
reflection of an underlying trend; on the con
trary the inherent forces that tend to push 
prices up remained weak. Nevertheless, the in
crease in prices has been eroding appreciably the 
purchasing power generated by incomes. 

With the more favourable trend in exports, the 
balance of trade continued to improve; at the 
beginning of 1968 (apart from seasonal factors) 
it was once again to all intents and purposes 
in equilibrium. Thus the tendency for the cur
rent account to improve, which was already 
apparent last year, probably persisted. The 
slight fall in the official gold and foreign cur
rency reserves (gross) since the end of Novem
ber 1967 is probably mainly due to the fact 

that some of the capital which had flowed in 
in the autumn months of 196 7 (because of in
ternational monetary developments) was sub
sequently withdrawn. 

The trends in the development of domestic 
liquidity which were already apparent in the 
second half of 1967 and were analysed in detail 
in the last Quarterly Survey have shown no 
important change in recent months: apart from 
seasonal fluctuations associated with the dates 
on which tax payments fall due, Treasury trans
actions still did much to expand liquidity. The 
vigorous expansion of bank lending also con
tinued. On the money market, there was some 
increase in rates for call money-mainly because 
of the international trend in interest rates
but intervention by the Central Bank kept this 
within very narrow limits. 

Demand for and supply of goods and services 

1965 1 1966 1 1967 ll I 1968 8 

I 

At 
current % change on preceding year 
prices 
in FF 
'000 

Value I Volume Value I Volume 
million Volume 

Exports' 70.0 + 6.9 + 8.2 

Gross fixed asset formation 100.6 + 6.2 + 8.4 

Public current expenditure on goods and 
services 62.4 + 3.4 + 6.8 

Private consumers' expenditure 295.5 + 4.9 + 7.8 

Gross national product 464.7 + 4.9 + 7.7 

Imports' 65.4 + 11.1 + 13.2 

1 Statistical Office of the European Communities, National Accounts 1957-1966. 
2 Commission estimates . 
3 Commission forecasts. 
4 Goods, services and factor income. 

Note: 

I 

+ 5 + 4.5 + 7.5 

+ 7.5 + 9.5 + 6.5 

+ 5 + 8.5 + 5.5 

+ 4 + 7 + 4.5 

+ 4 + 7 + 5 

+ 5 + 5 + 10 

(a) The difference between the figures for demand and those for supply is accounted for by movements in stocks. 
(b) The estimates and forecasts are approximations based on certain hypotheses worked out by the Commission 
and generally mentioned in the Quarterly Surveys. They have been discussed with the experts from the member 
countries but are established and published on the sole responsibility of the Commission. 
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2. Outlook 

Quarterly Survey No. 4/1967 predicted that the 
revival in overall economic growth, which 
began in the summer months of 1967, would 
continue and gather momentum in 1968, mainly 
as a result of a more homogeneous expansion 
of the various components of domestic demand 
and also because of the stimulating influence 
of export demand. This forecast still holds 
good. At the same time, however, attention was 
drawn to the danger that the trend might some
times-particularly at the beginning of the year 
-diverge from the general upward movement, 
because important structural reforms, especially 
in the tax field, would be entering into force 
in 1968. For this reason, the authorities 
responsible were urged to consider adopting 
measures whose effect would be immediate but 
of limited duration, in order to spur on for a 
time the development of the disposable incomes 
of households; such action would ensure that, 
despite a considerable increase in the level of 
consumer prices caused by autonomous factors, 
the growth of private consumers' expenditure 
in real terms would not be unduly impaired. 

The plan to boost economic activity announced 
by the Government in the middle of January 
1968 is almost certainly based on this objective 
and also on the desire to obviate the dangers 
that may possibly arise, at international level, 
from the steps taken by the United Kingdom 
and the United States to improve their balances 
of payments. 

The aim of the Government's plan is to support 
both private consumers' expenditure and invest
ment. The effects of the measures to encourage 
consumption will be felt almost at once because 
they consist, essentially, in raising old-age 
pensions earlier than originally envisaged (by 
12 % from 1 February instead of 1 October 
1968), as also family allowances (by 4.5% 
from 1 February instead of 1 August 1968), 
and in decreasing the first third of the advance 
income tax payment by 15% in anticipation of 
a cut in taxation for 1968 that has still to be 
approved by the National Assembly. In addi
tion, turnover taxes on meat were reduced sub
stantially-by 40 %-with effect from 1 Feb
ruary. Taken together, these measures will 
deprive the central government budget of reve
nue totalling FF 1 410 million, by far the 
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greater part of the contribution to purchasing 
power-FF 1 260 million--occurring this year. 
The resulting increase in private consumers' ex
penditure can be estimated at about 0.3 % for 
the full year. 

The impact of the measures to stimulate invest
ment should, however, be felt only gradually 
during the coming months. In particular, more 
favourable transitional arrangements have been 
made to free certain capital goods from the tax 
on value added; in 1968 these should reduce 
tax revenue by about FF 800 million. In ad
dition, a further FF 1 250 million has been 
earmarked for the Economic and Social Devel
opment Fund (FDES) to finance from the 
budget loans to public and private enterprises. 
Residential construction, too, will be encouraged 
by an improvement in the financing arrange
ments, by a reorganization and reclassification 
of the various . categories and rents for state
subsidized housing, and by the construction of 
an additional 10 000 state-subsidized dwellings 
("HLM"). 

All in all, this plan will provide a total of 
FF 4 400 million to spur on economic activity, 
and of this almost FF 4 000 million will be 
spent in 1968. The additional burden on the 
national budget in 1968 should amount to ap
proximately FF 3 400 million-equivalent to 
about 0.6% of the GNP. Consequently, the 
budget deficit, which was originally put at only 
FF 2 000 million in the 1968 Finance Act, is 
now expected to reach nearly FF 5 500 million. 
Allowing, in particular, for the utilization of 
credits left over from 1967, the deficit caused 
by implementation of the 1968 budget should 
prove to be no smaller than in 1967-when it 
was FF 6 500 million. 

In view of the scale of the plan to support 
business activity which was launched in the 
middle of January 1968, almost all the uncer
tainties which made it difficult to forecast 
general economic development in the coming 
months have now been eliminated. Output 
should continue to rise and should be more 
dynamic in the remainder of the year, being 
stimulated both by the increasing amount spent 
by private consumers as a result of a more 
favourable trend in disposable incomes, and also 
by the stronger propensity to invest due to im-



proved sales and profit expectations. Some 
corrections must therefore be made to the 
quantitative forecasts for 1968 given in the last 
Quarterly Survey. In particular, the real GNP 
growth rate for 1968 could well exceed 4.5% 
and is likely to reach 5 %. 

The pace at which demand can be expected to 
rise in the remainder of the year suggests that 
greater vigilance will, however, be needed as 
regards the development of costs and prices. In 
this phase of the cycle, the key requirement is 
that conditions should be kept favourable for 
the maintenance of internal equilibrium and at 
the same time that any excessive deterioration 
in external equilibrium should be forestalled, so 

that the economy can expand as rapidly as pos
sible in the long run. Here, public budget 
policy ought to make a decisive contribution by 
doing no more than safeguard expansion in the 
remainder of the year-once the inherent forces 
making for expansion have regained sufficient 
strength. In particular, the higher tax revenues 
accruing should then be used to run down the 
Treasury deficit, which might otherwise become 
so heavy as to prove a severe handicap to the 
authorities when implementing economic-policy 
measures. The Council of the European Com
munities drew attention to this problem, among 
others, in its Recommendation of 5 March 1968 
on the guidelines for short-term economic poli
cies in 1968. 
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NOTES: 
Source: Statistical Office of the European Communities (except as otherwise indicated). 
Graph 1. Trend curve; estimate established on the basis of indices adjusted by the SOEC for seasonal and for

tuitous variations (excluding construction, food, beverages and tobacco). 
Graph 2. Source : INSEE. Series seasonally adjusted. Three-month moving averages. End-of-month figures. 
Graph 3. Source : INSEE. National index of consumer prices (259 items). Index of hourly wage rate, all acti

vities, all regions. 
Graph 4. Source : Conseil national du Credit. Short-term credits (up to 2 years) from monetary institutions to 

business and private customers. End-of-period figures. 
Graphs 5 and 6. Series adjusted for seasonal variations (three-month moving averages). Exports fob, imports cif. 

Conversion at official exchange rate. 
u.a. : one unit of account = 0.888671 g of fine gold = US $1 at the official exchange rate. 
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France 

TABLE 1 : Basic data 1966 

Total area ('000 sq. km.) 

Total population ('000) 

Density of population per sq. km. 

Numbers in employment ('000) 

Numbers in employment, breakdown by main sector (%): 

- Agriculture 

-Industry 

of which : Construction 

-Services 

Percentage share of gross domestic product : 

- Agriculture 

-Industry 

of which: Construction 

-Services 

Gross product per capita (FF) 

TABLE 2: Key indicators 

% change by volume 
on preceding year 

196o I 1961 I 1962 I 1963 I 1964 I 
Gross national product + 7.4 + 4.4 + 7.1 + 4.8 + 6.0 

Industrial production + 7.6 + 5.5 + 6.7 + 5.8 + 7.4 

Total imports +16.5 + 7.0 + 8.7 +12.2 +12.2 

Private consumers' expendi-
ture + 5.6 + 5.9 + 6.9 + 6.8 + 4.7 

Public current expenditure 
on goods and services + 2.7 + 3.4 + 4.3 + 1.2 + 4.9 

Gross fixed MSet formation + 6.8 +10.5 + 7.9 + 7.5 +11.7 

Total exports +17.2 + 5.5 + 3.1 + 7.9 + 7.7 

Gross national product per 
capita + 6.3 + 3.3 + 5.1 + 3.0 + 4.7 

Gross national product per 
person gainfully employed + 7.3 + 4.4 + 6.8 + 3.5 + 4.7 
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1965 I 1966 1 

+ 4.5 + 4.9 

+ 4.3 + 5.8 

+ 3.6 +11.1 

+ 3.8 + 4.9 

+ 5.9 + 3.4 

+ 5.7 + 6.2 

+11.4 + 6.9 

+ 3.4 + 3.8 

+ 4.5 + 4.8 

551.2 

49 275 

89 

19 675 

16.7 

39.9 

9.6 

43.4 

8 

41 

8 

52 

10 132 

Volume Contri-
indices bution 

(in%) (1958 to = 100) GNP 

1966 I 1966 

151 -
155 -
193 14.8 

148 63.7 

137 13.3 

175 21.8 

198 15.1 

136 -

148 -



France 

TABLE 3 : Forei~ trade (at current prices) 

I 
Indices 

Million % 
% change on preceding year 1968 of the 

= 100 u.a. total 
----------

I 1962 11968 1 1964 1 I I 1961 1965 1966 1967 1967 1967 1967 

100 I 
I 

Visible exports I 

Total + 5.1 + 2.1 + 9.8 +11.3 +11.8 + 8.3 + 4.5 222 11 377 
Intra-EEC +18.7 +12.0 +14.0 +12.8 +18.0 +12.0 + 2.0 414 4 701 41.3 
To non-EEC countries - 0.6 - 2.9 + 7.3 +10.3 + 7.8 + 5.8 + 6.3 168 6 676 58.7 

Exports of food, beverages and tobacco I 

Total +17.4 - 2.9 +22.0 +14.4 +11.4 + 7.4 + 3.0 266 1 769 15.5 
Intra-EEC +26.1 + 1.4 +34.5 +16.6 +26.3 +19.4 + 6.0 730 890 7.1:! 
To non-EEC countries +13.6 - 6.1 +15.4 +13.0 + 2.0 - 2.0 0 162 879 7.7 

Exports of raw materials and manufactures 
Total 

I+ 3.3 
+ 3.0 + 7,8, f-10.7 +11.8 + 8.5 + 4.8 216 9 6081 84.5 

lntra-EEC +17.5 +13.9 +10.9 +12.1 +16.4 +10.5 + 1.1 376 3811 33.5 
To non-El<JC countries - 2.7 - 2.6 + 6.0 + 9.8 + 8.9 + 7.2 + 7.4 168 5 797 I 51.0 

Visible imports -i I 
Total + 6.3 +12.6 +16.1 +15.4 + 2.7 -t-14.5 

+ 4.u I 221 12 377 100 I Intra-EEC -t-13.8 +20.0 +23.9 +20.4 + 6.7 +20.~ +10.7 438 5 373 43.4 
From non-EEC countries + 3.2 + 9.1 +12.2 +12.6 + 0.3 +10.5 + 0.2 160 7 004 56.6 

Imports of food, beverages and tobacco 
Total - 2.3 +19.8 + 5.1 +14.9 - 0.5 + 8.4 - 2.6 132 1 870 15.1 
lntra·EEC -12.3 +37.6 +37.4 +26.2 + 8.9 + 1.3 +16.6 484 446 3.6 
From non-EEC countries - 0.8 -t-17.4 +12.5 - 2.8 +10.3 - 7.4 108 1 424 11.5 

Imports of raw materials and manufactures 
Total + 8.5 +10.9 +18.8 +15.5 + 3.4 +15.8 + 5.9 I 250 10 507 84.9 
Intra·EEC +16.31 +18.7 +22.7 +19.8 + 6.5 +22.9 +10.5 434 4 927 39.8 
From non-EEC countries + 4.5 + 6.6 +16.3 +12.6 + 1.2 +10.6 + 2A I 182 5 580 45.1 

TABLE 4: Basic monthly indicators 

I Year I Jan. I Feb. 
I 

Mar. 
I 

Apr. 
I 

May I June I July 
I 

Aug. 
I 

Sept. I Oct. I Nov. I Dec. 

Industrial produc- 1966 151 157 158 158 158 162 142 95 154 161 166 167 
tion (1958 = 100) 1967 160 161 163 161 159 165 142 97 158 165 170 171 

1968 166 

Unemployed ('000) 1966 171.3 167.3 155.7 145.6 134.0 122.7 121.1 124.4 137.2 153.7 165.7 173.5 
1967 193.8 194.3 189.2 188.7 179.0 168.3 168.3 174.4 193.4 216.9 238.2 248.2 
1968 271.8 273.8 

Construction : 1966 41.3 36.3 42.1 48.0 36.6 49.4 44.2 40.5 38.2 42.1 44.2 47.2 
permits Issued ('000) 1967 31.6 36.2 41.1 37.7 42.2 40.3 41.3 35.7 36.7 37.2 39.8 49.6 

1968 

Private consumers' 1966 121 107 126 127 124 135 129 114 141 140 143 222 
expenditure : turn- 1967 127 110 137 129 133 139 131 119 157 139 149 226 
over of department 1968 
,tores 
(1962 = 100) 

Total visible im· 1966 897 935 1 098 994 1 002 1 060 929 779 993 1 030 1054 1104 
ports (mlllion u.a.) 1967 1 067 1039 1172 1047 1056 1 018 927 772 1011 1 058 1064 1150 

1968 (1 090) (1104) 

Total visible ex- 1966 774 873 1 023 947 915 960 951 729 843 950 920 1 013 
ports (million u.a.) 1967 883 903 992 970 921 1024 956 702 917 1 039 1 020 1056 

1968 (984) (1 055) 

Balance of trade 1966 - 123 - 62 - 75 - 47 - 87 - 100 + 22 - 50 - 150 - 80 - 134 - 91 
(million u.a.) 1967 - 184 - 136 - 180 - 77 - 135 + 6 + 29 - 70 - 94 - 19 - 44 - 94 

1968 (- 106) (-- 49) 

Otlicial gold and 1966 5 468 5 503 5 571 5 649 5 724 5 821 5 967 5 963 5 893 5 856 5 798 5 744 
foreign exchange 1967 5 710 5 716 5 705 5 722 5 748 5 772 5 814 5 824 5 835 5 848 6 182 6108 
reserves (gross, 1968 6 053 6 014 
million u.a.) 

Money supply (FF 1966 174.5 173.5 175.6 177.3 177.7 182.1 186.3 184.0 184.7 185.0 182.7 190.7 
'000 million) 1967 187.8 185.6 188.3 191.7 189.6 194.6 197.6 193.7 195.2 194.1 190.0 199.7 

1968 193.4 
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NOTES 

Source: Statistical Office of the European Communities (except as otherwise indicated). 

Table 1 

- Total population at mid-year. 
- Numbers in employment at mid-year. 
- Breakdown of gross domestic product at factor cost. 
- GNP at market prices. 

Table 2 

- GNP at market prices. 
- Industrial production: value added by industry. 
- Total exports and imports: goods, services and factor income. 

Tabid 

- Exports fob, imports cif. Conversion at official exchange rate. The products have been regrouped on the 
basis of the Statistical and Tariff Classification for International Trade (CST): food, beverages and tobacco 
(groups 0 and 1 CST), raw materials and manufactures (groups 2-9 CST). 

Table 4 

- Industrial production, excluding construction, food, beverages and tobacco. 
- Unemployed : position at end of month. 
- Construction. Building permits granted for housing. Source: Bulletin statistique du Ministere de la cons-

truction. 
- Private consumer's expenditure. Index of value of total turnover of department stores," 5 and 10's", and other 

non-specialized stores. 
- Exports fob, imports cif. Conversion at official exchange rates. 
- Official gold and foreign exchange reserves. Gross reserves of gold and convertible currency held by the 

Banque de France and the Fonds de stabilisation des changes at end of month. 
- Money supply. Source: Conseil national du credit. Fiduciary circulation (total of coins and notes in cir

culation, excluding coins and notes held by the Banque de France) plus sight deposits (deposits made with the 
Banque de France by private persons or enterprises, deposits with Post Office savings accounts or with Treasury 
agencies, plus the sight deposits relating to the activities pursued within France by the banks - registered banks, 
banques populaires, caisses de credit agricole and the Banque fran\raise du commerce exterieur - no matter 
whether these deposits are shown in French francs or some other currency or whether they belong to residents 
or non-residents). End-of-month figures. 
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C. Italy 

As expected, the business trend became more lively again towards the end of 1967 
after several months of somewhat hesitant progress. The key to the new trend 
was export demand, which increased vigorously as a result mainly of the brisk 
revival of business activity in the Federal Republic of Germany. Domestic demand 
also expanded, chiefly owing to an appreciable recovery of investment in plant and 
machinery. Supply responded to demand without undue strain: in particular, 
industrial production definitely began to expand again and imports continued to 
rise rapidly. 

Tbe outlook for the business trend in 1968, as described in the last Quarterly 
Survey, has not changed substantially. Despite some uncertainties affecting export 
demand, the outlook is very favourable. It is considered likely that in 1968 the 
growth of the real GNP will be about 5.5 %. 

1. Recent developments 

As expected, the business trend once again be
came appreciably more lively in the final months 
of 1967, and presumably in early 1968 too, after 
a brief lull. The decisive impetus very prob
ably came from export demand. 

The export trend once more moved very 
distinctly upwards after being exceedingly slug
gish for a time in 1967. Visible exports in 
particular, especially those to the rest of the 
Community, forged ahead owing largely to the 
fresh upswing of the business trend in the Fed
eral Republic of Germany. The expansion of 
exports of food and capital goods was above 
average. In the fourth quarter of 1967 the 
year-to-year growth rate of visible exports in 
terms of value was 9.5 % and in January 
11.8 %, as compared with 3.5% for the third 
quarter. Exports of services probably also made 
substantial progress. 

Domestic demand as a whole no doubt also 
tended upwards, though certainly considerably 
less fast than export demand. 

In the field of investment expenditure, the 
growth of investment in plant and machinery, 

which had come to a standstill for a time, may 
have picked up again in the final months of 
196 7. The trend of production of leading cap
ital goods and the trend of foreign trade in the 
same items suggest that the recovery was quite 
pronounced, at any rate in October and Novem
ber. Though the December results were rather 
poor, this seems chiefly if not entirely due to 
the influence of special factors. The findings 
of the EEC Business Surveys, at all events, in 
the four months up to and including January 
indicate a markedly improved trend for the 
number of domestic orders received in the 
capital goods industry. According to the indi
cators, which however are not completely 
consistent, investment in building and construc
tion probably made further though slow prog
ress. 

Private consumers' expenditure grew no doubt, 
but probably still rather sluggishly, presumably 
as a result of the earlier slowdown of the busi
ness trend. In the first months of 1968, 
however, private consumers' expenditure prob
ably expanded faster again, chiefly because of 
the effects on income exerted by the recovery 
of export and investment demand at the end of 
1967. 
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The trend of demand and the exceptionally 
favourable weather led to a distinct increase in 
supply. According to the figures prepared by 
ISCO for its latest six-monthly report to the 
National Council for the Economy and Labour 
(CNEL), the real GNP, adjusted for seasonal 
variations, probably grew by no less than 3.3 %, 
after a slight decrease from the second to the 
third quarter. According to the same source, 
the main factors contributing to this trend were 
a vigorous acceleration in farm production and 
a sharp recovery of industrial production. The 
figures for industrial production in December 
1967-3 % higher than a year earlier, after a 
year-to-year increment of 8.5 % for October
November-were strongly influenced by excep
tional factors, such as the reduced number of 
working days because of the particularly large 
number of days taken off to bridge gaps be
tween public holidays. By January 1968 the 
year-to-year growth rate was substantially higher 
once again. According to provisional calcula
tions, industrial production, after adjustment 
for seasonal variations, reached a new peak in 
that month. 

Visible imports, especially of raw materials, con
tinued to expand at a fast rate; in the fourth 
quarter they were 12 % higher in terms of 
value than a year earlier. The !STAT figures 
put imports in January 1968 lower than in 
January 1967, but it is thought that this is 
merely a result of the way the statistics are 
compiled and does not reflect the real situation. 
Imports of services also seem to have risen 
rapidly. 

After the growth of the number of persons in 
paid employment had remained hesitant for a 
time, the demand for labour probably developed 
more firmly with the recovery of production. 
At any rate, according to the latest ISTAT 
sample survey, the seasonal increase from Octo
ber to January in the number of unemployed 
was particularly small this time. 

There was quite a marked tendency for prices 
to settle down at the tum of the year, largely 
owing to the particularly abundant supply of 
farm produce, although previously they had been 
moving upwards at a distinctly faster pace, 
mainly because of external or autonomous fac
tors, such as the Middle East crisis and adjust
ments of charges for public services. Indeed, 
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the consumer price index dropped slightly for 
a time in the fourth quarter of 196 7, but 
wholesale prices continued to drift upwards. 
But in January the gap between the trend of 
consumer prices and that of wholesale prices 
again widened a little. 

The changing pattern of exports and imports 
resulted in a pronounced improvement in the 
current account. Mainly for this reason the 
normal seasonal deterioration of the overall bal
ance of payments in the last quarter of 196 7 
and in January 1968 was relatively mild. By 
contrast with the trend a year earlier, net offi
cial gold and foreign currency reserves conse
quently rose, though slightly, during the fourth 
quarter; the seasonal drop in reserves in Jan
uary-February was small this year. 

The banks' domestic liquidity probably conti
nued to contract. The decline, however, was 
apparently smaller than a year before, as the 
monetary authorities made funds available to 
the banks in particularly large quantities in order 
that sufficient capacity to grant credit might be 
maintained. This the authorities did in various 
ways, mainly by granting rediscount credit and 
advances against securities, but also once more 
through a change of the rules on the composi
tion of minimum reserves. The growth rate 
of bank advances again seems to have fallen off 
slightly, but demand for capital market funds 
has if anything grown more rapidly. 

Despite the announcement of heavy issues of 
public stock (amounting to Lit. 750 000 mil
lion) and the fact that a part of these issues 
has already been made, the rate of interest on 
the capital market continued, as a result of di
rect and indirect support measures of the Banca 
d'Italia, to move upwards at the same modest 
rate until November, and gathered only a little 
momentum in December. 

2. Outlook 

An outline of the prospects for the Italian econ
omy in 1968 was given in the last Quarterly 
Survey1 and still seems valid. It is therefore 
not repeated here, but instead a few supple
mentary points are made. As before, the out-

1 Quarterly Survey No. 4/67, pp. 81-83. 



Demand for and supply of goods and services 

1965 1 1 1966 1 1967 1 1968 2 

At 
current % change on preceding year 
prices 
(in Lit. 

'000 

I Volumo 
million) Volume Value Volume Value 

I 

Exports 3 6 602 + 13.2 + 12.0 + 6 + 7.4 + 9 

Gross fixed asset formation 6 724 + 3.4 + 5.3 + 10.1 + 12.9 + 9 

Public current expenditure on goods and 

I+ services 5183 + 3.5 + 6.9 2.7 + 4.81 + 3.5 

Private consumers' expenditure 22224 + 5.9 + 9.0 + 6.1 + 9.3 + 5.5 

~-------

Gross national product 35 648 + 5.7 + 5.7 + 5.9 + 8.7 + 5.5 

Imports 3 5 435 + 13.7 + 13.7 + 10.5 + 12.5 + 12 

: I 

1 «Relazione Generale sulla situazione economica del Paese (1967) ». 
2 Commission forecasts. 
3 Goods, services and factor income. 

Note: 
(a) The difference between the figures for demand and those for supply is accounted for by movements in stocks. 
(b) The forecasts are approximations based on certain hypotheses, generally mentioned in the Quarterly Surveys. 
They have been discussed' with experts from the member countries, but are established and published on the sole 
responsibility of the Commission. 

look points to expansion, especially as the recov
ery of the business trend forecast for the fourth 
quarter of 1967 has definitely got under way. 

This appraisal is based, as was explained at the 
time, chiefly on the assumption of rapid growth 
of exports and investment. 

The prospects for the future trend of export de
mand are affected by special uncertain factors 
because of the devaluation measures taken last 
autumn, particularly in the United Kingdom, 
and perhaps still more because of the balance
of-payments measures which were announced 
in the United States on 1 January 1968 but 
have not yet been spelled out in detail. For 
the various reasons given in the last Quarterly 
Survey, these factors, however, are hardly likely 
to be of major importance. 

Some industries, nevertheless, may be hurt more 
than others. The expansion of the tourist trade, 
for example, which is particularly important 
for the economy of southern Italy and the 
islands, will probably suffer some growth losses. 
In the first place, the competition that Italy 
has to face from other tourist countries has 
become keener especially through the devalua
tion of the Spanish peseta (though other factors 
set limits to this tendency: one consideration 
is that the capacity of the tourist trade in these 
countries is already almost fully taken up and 
cannot, of course, be expanded to more than a 
certain extent in the short term ) . In the second 
place, the inhabitants of those countries where 
the devaluation measures referred to and other 
balance-of-payment measures have been adopted, 
or are planned, will find travel abroad dearer 
than before. On this last point, however, it 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
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should be borne in mind that the expenditure 
on travel of US and UK tourists in Italy ac
counted in 1966 for a bare 4 % of Italy's total 
exports of goods and services, and in 1967 it 
probably represented an even smaller percen
tage. 

According to the results, now available, of the 
latest six-monthly EEC Investment Survey of 
leading industries, managements were planning 
for 1968-at any rate before the balance-of
payments measures referred to were made 
known-a good 20 % overall increase in invest
ments. This would represent a rate of expan
sion which would be a little faster even than 
that for 1967. 

In the field of short-term economic policy, the 
Italian authorities decided on a number of meas
ures to stimulate, or at least to facilitate, ex
ports. At the end of last year, for example, 
rules on foreign currency applying to firms 
engaged in foreign trade were considerably sim
plified and subsequently arrangements were 
made to expedite refunds of turnover tax to 
exporters. In addition a law passed in March 
provides for tax concessions and for interest and 
capital subsidies in connection with investments 
in the tourist trade. 

Other measures-probably more important
affecting short-term development, which were 
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also taken at the end of the year or in February 
1968, dealt with the extension of existing pro
visions, such as maintenance of certain special 
supplements to turnover tax rates and most 
income tax rates, pursuance of specific measures 
to help the building industry, and maintenance 
of tax concessions for company mergers. Fur
thermore, Parliament passed a Government bill 
to raise considerably and otherwise improve pen
sions from 1 May. 

The Italian Government has repeatedly stressed 
that to ensure a fast growth rate, it will stick 
to its policy of keeping interest rates as low as 
possible and that, within certain limits, it is 
ready to accept foreign exchange losses which 
such a policy-especially in view of the UK and 
US balance-of-payments measures-will prob
ably entail. 

Current Italian economic policy is thus in 
harmony with the relevant guidelines recently 
recommended by the EEC Council of Ministers 
on a proposal of the Commission.1 It is clear 

· that the need, which was particularly stressed in 
the last Quarterly Survey ( p. 83), to avoid ex
cessive official recourse to the capital market has 
gained in importance in view of the cheap-money 
policy. 

1 See Annex. 
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ECONOMIC INDICATORS 
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NOTES: 
Source : Statistical Office of the European Communities (except as otherwise indicated). 
Graph f. Trend curve; estimate established on the basis of indices adjusted by the SOEC for seasonal and for

tuitous variations (excluding construction, food, beverages and tobacco). 
Graph 2. Number of registered unemployed, in thousands. Series seasonally adjusted. Three-month moving 

averages. 
Graph 3: Source: ISTAT. Agreed minimum wages in industry. Consumer prices: new series since January 1967. 
Graph 4. Short-term loans. Source : Banca d'Italia. 
Graphi 5 and 6. Series adjusted for seasonal variations (three-month moving averages). Exports fob, imports cif. 

Conversion at official exchange rate. 
u.a.: one unit of account = 0.888671 g of fine gold = US $1 at the official exchange rate. 
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Italy 

TABLE 1: Basic data 1967 

Total area ('000 sq. km.) 

Total population ('000) 

Density of population per sq. km. 

Numbers in employment ('000) 

Numbers in employment, breakdown by main sector(%): 

- Agriculture 

-Industry 

of which : Construction 

- Services 

Percentage share of gross domestic product : 

- Agriculture 

of which: Construction 

-Industry 

- Services 

Gross product per capita (Lit.) 

TABLE 2 : Key indicators 

% change by volume 
on preceding year 

196o I 1961 I 1962 I 1963 I 1964 I 
Gross national product 6.3 8.2 6.3 5.8 2,9 

Industrial production 11.1 9.3 8.8 7.9 2.0 

Total imports 37.8 14.8 16.4 22.6 - 5.4 

Private consumers' expendi-
ture 6.2 7.3 6.7 10.0 2.0 

Public current expenditure 
on goods and services 4.0 4.8 5.4 5.1 3.4 

Gross fixed asset formation 13.4 11.8 10.0 9.8 - 7.1 

Total exports 18.2 16.5 12.2 7.0 12.0 

Gross national product per 
capita 5.7 7.7 5.6 5.0 2.0 

Gross national product per 
person gainfully employed 6.6 8.0 7.4 7.6 3.1 
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1965 I 1966 I 
3.9 5.8 

3.1 8.0 

1.5 13.5 

2.0 6.0 

3.6 3.5 

-8.9 3.8 

20.4 12.5 

3.0 5.0 

5.8 7.4 

301.2 

52 409 

174 

19 107 

23.9 

40.7 

10.1 

35.4 

10.9 

35.6 

7.3 

41.4 

799 000 

Volume Contri-

indices bution 
(in%) (1958 to 

= 100) GNP 

1966 I 1966 

157 I -
175 -
276 16 

155 63 

140 14 

147 18 

300 19 

148 -

166 -



TABLE 3: Foreilln trade (at current prices) 

%change 
Indices 

Million (1958 
on preceding year = 100) n.a. 

--------
1961 I 1962 

I 
1963 I 1964 I 1965 I 

1966 I 1967 1967 1967 

Yi•lble exports 
Total 
Intra-EEC 
To non-EEC countries 

Exports of food. beverages and t 
~l'otal 
Intra-EEC 
To non-E"EC countries 

-

obacco 

Exports of raw matPrlals and ma nufactures 
Total 
Int.ra-EEC 
To non-EEC countries 

Visible Imports 
Total 
Intra-EEC 
From non-EEC countries 

bacco Imports of food, beverages and to 
Total 
Intra-EEC 
From non-EEC countries 

Imports of raw materials and ma 
Total 
1ntra-EEC 
From non-EEC countries 

nufactures 

14.7 11.4 
21.8 23.7 
11.8 5.8 

10.6 14.5 -
14.7 23.4 -

7.4 6.5 

15.5 10.9 
23.9 23.9 
13.7 4.5 

10.6 15.9 
17.2 22.9 

8.1 13.0 

5.3 7.3 

1- 1.3 10.0 
6.6 6.8 

11.6 17.5 
19.2 24.1 

8.4 14.4 

I 

8.2 18.0 20.7 11.7 
10.3 26.4 27.6 12.8 

7.0 13.4 16.4 11.0 

3.l 2.4 20.5 1.5 
8.7 8.8 31.4 0.4 -
2.1 - 3.3 0.5 2.ll 

10.2 20.5 20.7 13.1 
15.6 30.4 26.9 15.2 

7.7 15.5 17.2 lUI 

24.5 - 4.1 1.6 16.7 
31.1 - 4.5 - 3.1 21.6 
21.5 - 3.9 3.9 14.4 

57.5 2.4 18.9 9.7 
73.1 15.7 20.6 13.5 
54.4 - 0.6 18.4 H.7 -

19.2 - 5.5 - 2.4 18.6 
27.8 - 6.6 - 6 3 23.0 
14.8 - 4.8 - 0.2 16.3 

TABLE 4 : Basic monthly indicators 

I Year I Jan. I 
Feb. I Mar. I Apr. I May I June 

I 
July I Aug. 

I 
Industrial produc- 1966 90.7 91.8 105.1 97.5 106.61 99.2 105.6 78.0 
tlon (1966 = 100) 1967 103.1 103.1 114.6 109.9 112.9 111.1 113.6 79.5 

1968 108.2 

Unemployed ('000) 1966 1 012 665 719 
1967 878 628 584 
1968 1:112 

Building : domestic 1965 88.0 74.9 95.2 88.0 91.3• 107.5 105.6 100.4 
turnover of build- 1966 78.2 70.8 97.2 100.2 106.8 103.3 110.5 111.1 
ing materials 1967 98.7 86.9 109.6 108.0 121.3 131.7 1:l2.0 125.0 
(1964 = 100) 

Private consumers' 1965 270 215 249 303 284 318 296 241 
expenditure : turn- 1966 313 231 275 313 319 338 306 267 
over of department 1967 302 245 336 303 352 363 348 2H4 
stores (1958 = 100) 

Total visible im- 1966 716 665 729 665 717 706 707 561 
ports (million u.a.) 1967 827 760 796 ~09 785 810 851 6R9 

1968 (755) (738) 

Total visible ex- 1966 572 !i98 712 612 722 699 723 592 
ports (million u.a.) 1967 661 690 771 715 768 708 74-5 615 

1968 (738) (773) 

B~>lance of trade 1966 - 144 - 66 - 17 - 53 + 5 - 7 + 16 + 31 
(million u.a.) 1967 - 166 - 70 - 23 - 95 - 17 - 102 - 106 - 74 

1968 (- 1 7) (+ 35) 

Official gold and 1966 4 425.9 4 386.4 4 337.6 4 404.2 4 433.8 4 537.3 4 772.8 4 995.8 
foreign exchange 1967 4 514.2 4 473.1 4 535.5 4 647.4 4 708.2 4 721.0 4 876.2 5 135.0 
reserves (net, 1968 5 139,0 5 148.0 
million u.a.) 

Money supply (Lit. 1965 11 984 11 861 12 077 12 225 12 522 12 687 12 885 12 808 
'000 million) 1966 1-! 029 13 933 14 046 14 111'1 14 321 14 598 14 850 14 744 

1967 15 t\40 15 662 15 981 16 157 16 417 16 576 16 778 16 623 

( ) Provisional figures. 

I 8.3 343.0 8 699.7 
3.4 556.2 3 373.0 

I 
11.7 276.0 5 326.7 

4.8 177.0 903.2 
1.7 2·12.4 459.3 

12.4 138.3 443.9 

8.7 384.0 7 796.5 
4.3 698.9 2 913.7 

11.6 303.5 4 882.R 

13.2 307.51 9 6\19.1 
21.7 ·1\16.1 3 391.6 

9.0 255.:! 6 307.5 

0.7 325.7 1 778.9 
26.6 619.3 481.8 

6.4 276.9 1 297.1 

16.4 303.7 7 920.2 
20.9 480.3 2 909.H 
13.9 250.2 5 010.4 

Sept. 
I Oct. I Nov. 

108.5 107.8 103.8 
114.1 117.2 112.7 

681 
669 

101.1 101.6 101.6 
94.2 111.6 105.4 

101.1 127.7 130.9 

330 354 319 
330 377 355 

815 802 754 
791 870 879 

681 758 678 
715 818 754 

- 134 - 44 - 76 
- 77 - 52 - 125 

4 758.2 4 672.6 4 642.4 
5 233.0 5 359.5 5 335.0 

13108 13 227 13 420 
15 003 15 182 15 27-1 
16 964 16 956 17 075 

Italy 

o/o 
of the 
total 

---
1967 

100 
38.8 
61.2 

10.4 
5.3 
5.1 

89.6 
33.5 
56.1 

100 
35.0 
65.0 

18.3 
4.9 

13.4 

81.7 
30.0 
51.7 

I Dec. 

105.4 
105.7 

98.7 
103.7 
113.8 

542 
586 

734 
839 

685 
745 

- 48 
- 94 

4 679.4 
5 246.0 

14 495 
16 373 
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Italy 

NOTES 

Source: Statistical Office of the European Communities (except as otherwise indicated). 

Table 1 

Source: Relazione generale sulla situazione economica del Paese (1967). 
- Present-in-area population (resident population less persons temporarily abroad). Average for year. 
- Breakdown of gross domestic product at factor cost. 
- GNP at market prices. 

Table 2 

- GNP at market prices. 
- Industrial production: value added by industry at factor cost. 
- Total exports and imports: goods, services and factor income. 

Table 3 

- Exports fob, imports cif. Conversion at official exchange rate. The products have been regrouped on the 
basis of the Statistical and Tariff Classification for International Trade (CST): food, beverages and tobacco 
(groups 0 and 1 CST), raw materials and manufactures (groups 2-9 CST). 

Table 4 

- Industrial production. Source: Istituto Centrale eli Statistica. 
- Unemployed. Source : Istituto Centrale di Statistica. 
- Construction. Internal trade in building materials, calculated from turnover taxes. Source : Istituto per lo 

Studio della Congiuntura. 
- Private consumers' expenditure. Retail sales of department stores, based on the turnover of 5 department stores 

and 2 "single-price" stores. Not very typical of the trend in private consumption as a whole. 
- Exports fob, imports cif. Conversion at official exchange rate. 
- Official gold and foreign exchange reserves. Source: Ufficio Italiano dei Camhi. 
- Money supply. Notes and coin in circulation excluding cash holdings of the Treasury. Sight deposits of non-

banks with registered credit institutions; banks drafts in circulation (whether vaglia or assegni) issued by the 
Central Bank and other banks and credit institutions. 
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D. The Netherlands 

The recovery of economic activity which became discernible in mid-1967 gathered 
additional momentum in the closing months of the year and at the beginning of 
1968. The trend of production is now definitely upwards, and the situation on 
the labour market, where until the autumn of 1967 conditions had been steadily 
easing, has changed markedly. 

At the same time there has, however, been some deterioration in the underlying 
trends determining economic equilibrium: the tendency for prices and costs to 
rise appears to have again gained somewhat in strength, while the current balance 
of payments has deteriorated appreciably. 

There is much evidence to suggest that the situation will not change basically as 
the year 1968 advances, so that the authorities should continue to support growth 
through the selective use of the instruments available, establishing a balanced 
''policy mix", and acting promptly if signs of disequilibrium should be noted. 

1. Recent developments 

At the turn of the year, exports were still rising 
vigorously, mainly because demand from within 
the Community had again become more lively. 
Foreign trade returns show that in the fourth 
quarter the value of visible exports was 8 % 
and in January-February as much as 14.4 % up 
on the corresponding periods of the previous 
year. 

The expansion of expenditure on gross fixed 
asset formation has probably gathered some 
momentum in recent months. As regards invest
ment by firms, the vigorous rise in expenditure 
on building may have lost a little momentum
after certain special factors, especially the heavy 
demand backlog and an unusually high elastic
ity of demand became of less importance
while expenditure on plant and machinery, the 
trend of which had reached its lowest point in 
the third quarter, appears to be rising more 
briskly. Expenditure on residential construc
tion, too, has probably expanded more appreci
ably (apart from variations) since the summer. 
Public investment has continued to forge ahead. 

Towards the end of 1967, stockbuilding was 
apparently making a major contribution to over
all economic activity. At all events, demand 
not only for raw materials and semi-manu
factures but also for finished products reached 
a scale which suggests that firms were replenish
ing depleted stocks. This may, however, have 
in part been due to anticipatory purchases ahead 
of the increase in import tax effected on 1 Jan
uary 1968. 

Public current expenditure appears to have con
tinued to rise vigorously in the closing months 
of 1967. There was also a further and presum
ably faster rise in private consumers' expendi
ture. Demand for traditional consumer goods 
in particular increased appreciably. The fact 
that towards the end of 1967 consumption 
expanded particularly vigorously may, however, 
to some extent also have been attributable to 
anticipatory purchases, made ahead of the in
crease in turnover tax which became effective 
for various items on 1 January 1968. 

With overall demand expanding at a more lively 
tempo once again, the growth of domestic pro-
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duction accelerated slightly. According to the 
CBS index, industrial production per working 
day in the last quarter of 1967 was 6.8 % 
higher than a year before. There was a vigorous 
rise, in particular, in the production of natural 
gas, chemicals and mineral oil. 

But the general revival of demand also boosted 
imports, which rose at a distinctly faster pace. 
Foreign trade statistics show that in the fourth 
quarter of 196 7 the volume of visible imports 
was about 9.5% and in January-February as 
much as 14 % higher than in the corresponding 
period of the previous year. The main cate
gories concerned· were raw materials and semi
manufactures-partly to make up depleted 
stocks-and capital goods. 

There has of late been an increasing improve
ment in the situation on the labour market: the 
number of unemployed-including in particular 
unemployed building workers-has declined 
(apart from variations) since October 1967, 
while for the first time in two years the number 
of unfilled vacancies again began to rise a little. 
The unemployment rate (seasonally adjusted 
percentage of unemployed in the total civilian 
labour force) has also declined, though at 1.8 % 
it was in January-February 1968 still somewhat 
higher than a year before ( 1.6 %) . The very 
pronounced region-to-region disparities in un
employment registered previously have ap
parently decreased in the past few months since 
the provinces where the unemployment was 
higher than average are the ones in which the 
numbers seeking employment have fallen most. 

The price climate was still comparatively set
tled in the fourth quarter of 1967. The cost
of-living index (which ignores statutory social 
security contributions and the wages tax) was 
about 3 .5 % up for this quarter on the cor
responding period of the previous year. It 
appears, however, that after the tum of the year 
because of the business situation some categories 
of prices were tending to rise faster, while 
autonomous factors, such as the increase in turn

over tax and the raising of rents for state
subsidized housing, also forced the cost of living 
up. In January 1968, the index showed a year
to-year increase of 3.9 %. 

As for the balance of trade, recent months have 
seen a rapid increase in imports. The current 
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account, which in the third quarter of 1967 
(including unrequited items, and on a tmnsac
tions basis) had closed with a surplus of 
Fl. 414 million, ran up a deficit of some Fl. 75 
million by the fourth quarter.1 As a result of 
very substantial inflows of short-term funds, 
which were in part certainly attributable to 
changes in the international monetary situation, 
the overall balance of payments none the less 
still showed a surplus of Fl. 240 million for the 
last three months of 1967. The net gold and 
foreign exchange reserves of the Central Bank 
increased considerably while the net foreign ex
change position of the commercial banks dete
riorated. 

Although in the fourth quarter of 196 7 the bal
ance of payments and transactions by the 
private sector had a fairly expansionary influence 
on the trend of domestic liquidity, the main 
factor affecting domestic liquidity was the 
restrictive impact of the central government 
cash surplus, which was higher than in the cor
responding period of the previous year. Private
sector demand for long-term bank loans re
mained at a low level, while demand for 
short-term loans increased steeply ( 24 % on 
the corresponding period of the previous year). 
On the capital market, interest rates continued 
to rise, but the rate at which they did so 
slackened somewhat at the beginning of 1968. 

2. Outlook 

The forecasts for 1968 given in the last Quar
terly Survey must be modified slightly in view 
of the results of the wage negotiations held 
since the beginning of the year on the renewal 
of short-term wage agreements in a number of 
industries. The fears then expressed that the 
rise in wages might appreciably exceed the in
crease forecast by the Dutch authorities have 
since proved well-founded. Consequently, un
less the current system of free wage fixing is 
changed fundamentally, the expansion of the to
tal wages and salary bill in 1968 is not likely to 
slow down as had originally been expected. In 
the circumstances, the rise in wage costs per 
unit of output, which in 1967 had definitely 
lost momentum (partly under the influence of 
certain special factors) may again gather mo-

1 For the full year 1967, the current account (trans
actions) closed with a deficit of Fl. 353 million. 



Demand for and supply of goods and services 

1965 1 1966 1 1967 2 

I 1968 3 

I 

At 
current % change on preceding year 
prices 
(in Fl. 
'000 

I Volume 
million) Volume Value Volume Value 

Exports 4 33.36 + 7.0 + 6.2 + 7 + 6.5 + 8 

Gross fixed asset formation 17.03 + 6.2 + 12.2 + 7 + 11 + 1 

Public current expenditure on goods and 
services 10.74 + 2.9 + 11.8 + 5 + 13.5 + 2 

Private consumers' expenditure 39.87 + 2.6 + 9.0 + 5 + 8 + 4.5 

Gross national product 68.99 + 2.8 + 8.9 + 5.5 + 9.5 + 4 

Imports 4 33.11 + 7.8 + 8.4 + 6 + 5.5 + 7.5 

1 Statistical Office of the European Communities, National Accounts, 1957-1966. 
2 Estimates made by the Dutch Central Plan Bureau. 
a Commission forecasts. 
4 Goods, services and factor income. 

Notes: 
(a) The difference between the figures for demand and those for supply is accounted for by movements in stocks. 
(b) The forecasts are approximations based on certain hypotheses worked out by the Commission and generally men
tioned in the Quarterly Surveys. They have been discussed with experts from the member countries but are esta
blished and published on the sole responsibility of the Commission. 

mentum, and the rise in consumer prices too 
will--contrary to what had previously been ex
pected-probably gain in strength compared 
with 1967. 

In 1968, the changed oudook for wages, wage 
costs and prices will affect the patterns of sup
ply and of demand and this will probably also 
have implications for external equilibrium. 

Dutch exports must be expected to become less 
competitive. The trend of exports of the past 
few years shows, however, that a cost- and 
price-induced deterioration in the competitive 
position of the Netherlands has hitherto always 
been more than offset by an improvement in 
the pattern and the volume of export supply. 

In 1968, too, exports will benefit from this 
structural factor. If the economic trend in the 
major non-member countries does not deterio
rate markedly, exports will, in line with the 
forecasts, probably expand appreciably once 
again in 1968. In the months ahead the-com
paratively high-growth rate recorded in the 
second half of 1967 may, however, tend to fall 
appreciably. 

The forecasts for imports of goods and services 
must, on the other hand, be revised slightly up
wards, since demand for consumer goods in 
particular can now be expected to be more 
dynamic. In the circumstances, the surplus on 
current account, which as recendy as at the 
beginning of 1968 was officially estimated at 
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Fl. 500 million, will in fact probably he only 
very modest or may even give way to a deficit. 

Since the unfavourable development of the bal
ance of payments is attributable to domestic 
factors, those in charge of short-term economic 
policy should endeavour to control both the 
vigour and the structure of domestic demand in 
such a way that equilibrium is maintained. 

In the first place, such action is necessary he
cause the rise in wages now will not only mean 
a more rapid expansion of private consumers' ex
penditure hut also a more vigorous increase in 
public spending. This will no doubt further 
aggravate budgetary imbalances and the problem 
of inadequate saving. 

Secondly, as the year advances, the expected 
further expansion of expenditure on plant and 
machinery may be curbed by unduly sharp cost 
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increases and by a tendency for the overall bal
ance of payments to deteriorate, a development 
which would narrow down the current liquidity 
margin and tend to force up interest rates. 

In the circumstances, a higher priority must be 
given to the need to keep the expansionary con
tribution made by the budgets within strict 
limits. Otherwise, those in charge of monetary 
and credit policy would be forced to tighten 
up requirements once again, and this would be 
bound to discourage growth. 

The Government should moreover, as part of 
incomes policy, continue to concentrate on en
suring that the increase in wages does not exceed 
the proportions compatible with the exigencies 
of the balanced expansion of the economy as a 
whole, while at the same time striving to 
improve the conditions under which wage in
creases can, as far as possible, be granted in a 
form favouring the formation of savings. 



Netherlands 
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Source: Statistical Office of the European Communities (except as otherwise indicated). 
Graph 1. Trend curve; estimate established on the basis of indices adjusted by the SOEC for seasonal and for

tuitous variations (excluding construction, food, beverages and tobacco). 
Graph 2. Adjusted for seasonal variations. Three-month moving averages. 
Graph 3. Cost of living for manual and office workers. Source : CBS. Wages-index of gross hourly earnings in 

industry (excluding mining, quarrying and construction). Index of negotiated wages. 
Graph 4. Short-term bank advances. Revised series as from September 1967. 
Graphs 5 and 6. Series adjusted for seasonal and accidental variations (three-month moving averages). Exports 

fob, imports cif. Conversion at official exchange rate. 

u.a.: one unit of account = 0.888671 g of fine gold = US $1 at the official exchange rate. 
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Netherlands 

TABLE 1 : Basic data 1966 

Total area ('000 sq. km.) 

Total population ('000) 

Density of population per sq. km. 

Numbers in employment ('000) 

Numbers in employment, breakdown by main sector(%): 

- Agriculture 

-Industry 

of which : Construction 

- Services 

Percentage share of gross domestic product : 

- Agriculture 

-Industry 

of which: Construction 

- Services 

Gross product per capita. (Fl.) 

TABLE 2: Key indicators 

% change by volume 
on preceding year 

196o I 1961 I 1962 I 1963 I 1964 

Gross national product + 8.9 + 3.5 + 3.8 + 3.7 + 9.4 

Industrial production +10.1 + 4.2 + 4.8 + 5.4 +10.2 

Total imports +17.3 + 5.8 + 7.5 + 9.5 +14.4 

Private consmners' expendi-
ture + 6.4 + 5.8 + 6.5 + 7.7 + 6.3 

Public current expenditure 
on goods and services + 6.6 + 4.4 + 5.1 + 7.8 + 1.9 

Gross fixed asset formation +11.6 + 6.7 + 4.4 + 2.1 +17.6 

Total exports +13.3 + 3.0 + 6.2 + 6.2 +11.6 

Gross national product per 
capita. + 7.6 + 2.2 + 2.4 + 2.2 + 7.9 

Gross national product per 
person gainfully employed + 6.9 + 2.1 + 1.7 + 2.3 + 7.8 
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I 1965 I 1966 I 
+ 5.3 + 2.8 

+ 6.5 + 5.6 

+ 7.2 + 7.8 

+ 7.8 + 2.6 

-0.6 + 2.9 

+ 5.6 + 6.2 

+ 8.7 + 7.0 

+ 3.8 + 1.4 

+ 4,0 + 1.8 

33.5 

12 455 

372 

4 548 

8.2 

41.6 

10.4 

50.2 

7.5 

41.4 

(7) 

51.1 

6 033 

Volume Contri-

indices bution 
(in%) (1958 to = 100) GNP 

1966 I 1966 

151 -
171 -
220 47.8 

159 67.8 

130 16,0 

188 25.4 

190 47.2 

136 -

135 -



Netherlands 

TABLE 3: Foreign trade (at current prices) 

Indices 
Million % 

% change on preceding year 1958 of the 
= 1()0 u.a. total 
--- -------

1961 
I 

1962 
I 

1963 
I 

1964 
I 

1965 
I 

1966 
I 

1967 1967 1967 1967 

I I 
Visible exports I 

Total + 6.9 + 6.5 + 8.2 +17.0 +10.1 + 5.6 + 7.9 226 7 288 100 
Intra-EEC +10.9 +10.0 +17.3 +22.1 +10.2 + 5.3 + 6.7 299 4 003 54.9 
To non-EEC countries + 3.6 + 3.2 - 0.6 +11.2 +10.0 + 6.0 + 9.4 175 3 285 45.1 

Exports of food. beverages and tobacco 
Total + u.s + 6.9 + 9.3 + 9.5 +13.0 + 0.3 + 9.9 193 1 728 23.7 
Intra-EEC + 3.1 -HO.O +12.1 +12.8 +19.7 - 0.2 + 9.6 252 1 061 14.6 
To non-EEC countries - L~ + 3.3 + 5.8 + 5.1 + 3.6 + 1.0 +10.5 141 667 9.1 

Exports of raw materials and manufactures 
Total + 9.2 + 6.3 + 7.9 +19.6 + 9.2 + 7.3 + 7.3 

2391 
5 560 7fL3 

Intra-EEC +14.3 +10.0 +19.4 +25.6 + 7.1 + 7.4 + 5.8 321 2 942 40.4 
To non-EEC countries + 5.2 + 3.2 - 2.4 +13.1 +11.9 + 7.3 + 9.1 186 2 618 35.0 

Visible imports I 
4J 8 3-!0 I Total +12.ll + 4.6 +11.6 +1ll.2 + 5.9 i- 7.5 + 230 100 

Intra-EEC +21.1 + 6.7 +14.9 +19.0 + 8.7 + X.7 + 5.0 300 4 547 54.5 
From non-EEC countries + 5.8 + 2.5 + 8.3 +17.4 + 2.9 + 6.0 + 2.il 180 3 7g3 45.5 

Imports of food. beverages and tobacco 
Total + 5.9 + 6.3 +15.5 +16.2 + 3.5 + 3.9 +11.3 20-! 1142 13.7 

I 
Intra-EEC +41.5 - 7.0 +11.8 +22.0 +13.1 + 8.'l +22.7 378 302 3.6 
From non-EEC countries - 1.0 +10.0 +16.3 +14.9 - 1.2 + 2.5 + 7.6 175 8-!0 10.1 

I Imports of raw materials and manufactures I 
Total +H.O I+ 4.3 +11.0 +18.6 + 6.3 + 8.o I+ 

2.91 
235 7 198 86.3 

Intra-EEC -t-20.0 I+ 7.6 +15.0 +19.0 + 7.8 + 8.71 + 3.fl 295 -! 245 50.9 
i From non-EEC countries + 7.71 + 0.7 + 6.1 +18.0 + -!.2 + 7.0 + 1.6 181 2 953 35.! 

I 

TABLE 4 : Basic monthly indicators 

I Year I Jan. 
I 

Feb. 
I 

Mar. 
I 

Apr. 
I 

May 
I 

June 
I 

July 
I 

Aug. I Sept. 
I 

Oct. I Nov. 
I 

Dec. 

-
Industrial produc- 1966 117 119 123 126 125 124 105 115 125 133 1351 132 
tlon (1963 = 100) 1967 123 126 128 131 126 130 108 122 132 139 144 H4 

1968 135 

Construction 1966 1 554 2 029 2 204 2 122 
(Fl. m11llon) 1967 2 036 2 364 2 503 2 383 

1968 

Unemployed 1966 54.8 55.3 34.5 30.7 25.6 26.3 32.1 32,6 35.7 41.7 58.5 86.7 
('000) 1967 104.7 101.8 87.4 78.2 67.2 64.7 UA 71.1 72.2 78.3 89.4 111.7 

1968 121.2 111.1 

Investment 1966 4 128 4 937 4 924- 5 108 
(Fl. million) 1967 4 699 5 446 5 321 

1968 

Private consumers' 1966 129 114 130 141 13)j 136 148 132 136 142 147 159 
expenditure 1967 142 125 146 144 149 151 152 1-14 152 149 161 172 
(1963 = 100) 1968 

Total visible im- 1966 tl25 626 759 701 630 6:)-t 652 620 696 670 668 688 
ports (million u.a.) 1967 680 639 719 690 694 737 650 652 683 733 746 717 

1968 823 693 
I 

Total visible ex· 1966 !JOO 470 572 570 544 612 5-!9 -!98 632 597 615 593 
ports (million u.a.) 1967 601 532 606 582 592 642 536 605 641 686 665 601 

1968 681 615 

Balance of trade 1966 - 125 - 156 - 1<l8 - 131 - 86 - 71 - 103 - 122 - 64 - 72 - 53 - 95 
(million u.a.) 1967 - 80 - 107 - 113 - 108 - 102 - 95 - 114 - 46 - 42 - 47 - 81 - 116 

1968 - 142 - 78 
I 

Official gold and 1966 1 970 1 972 1 997 1 943 1 953 1 918 2 012 2 010 1 996 2 002 2 036 2 036 
foreign _exchange 1967 1 970 1 995 1 998 1 995 2 065 2 094 2 104 2 06J 2 104 2 229 2271 2 268 
reserves 1968 2194 
(million u.a.) 

Money supply 1966 17.09 17.07 17.04 17.50 18.10 18.58 18.43 18.04 17.98 li.77 18.03 18.3-! 
(Fl. '000 m!IJ!Cln) 1967 17.89 17.97 18.27 18.74 19.31 19.98 19.67 19.33 19.55 19.19 19.44 19.51 

I 
1968 
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Netherlands 

NOTES 

Source: Statistical Office of the European Communities (except as otherwise indicated). 

Table I 

- Total population at mid-year. 
- Numbers in employment, average for year. Source : CBS. 
- Breakdown of GNP at factor cost. 
- GNP at market prices. 

Table 2 

- GNP at market prices. 
- Industrial production: value added by industry. 
- Total exports and imports: goods, services and factor income. 

Table 3 

- Exports fob, imports cif. Conversion at official exchange rate. The products have been regrouped on the 
basis of the Statistical and Tariff Classification for International Trade (CST): food, beverages and t<>bacco 
(groups 0 and 1 CST), raw materials and manufactures (groups 2-9 CST). 

Table 4 

- Industrial production. Source: Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (CBS). General index, adjusted for 
number of working days. 

- Construction. Source: CBS. Building production. Total value, quarterly figures. 
- Unemployed. Source :CBS. Total unemployed. 
- Investment. Source: CBS. Gross fixed investment. Total value, quarterly figures. 
- Private consumers' expenditure. Source : CBS. Index of value of private consumption. 
- Exports fob, imports cif. Conversion at official exchange rates. 
- Official gold and foreign exchange reserves. Gross reserves of gold and convertible currency held by the official 

monetary institutions. 
- Money supply. Notes and coin in circulation, excluding cash holdings of monetary institutions. Sight 

deposits with credit institutions. 
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E. Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union 

Belgium 

Since last autumn economic expansion has gathered a little momentum, mainly owing 
to a marked rise in demand in the other Member States. Export demand has 
stimulated domestic production, as has a tendency by firms to replenish depleted 
stocks, though the latter factor has served mainly to boost imports. Since the present 
favourable export trends will probably continue, and in view of the measures to 
revive tbe economy adopted by the Government at the beginning of the year, an 
increase in the real GNP of 3.5 % in 1968 seems certain. 

Nev::rtbelcss the labour market situation will probably not improve appreciably 
before the elld of the year, so that a short-term economic policy which continues 
to give priority to growth and the improvement of the employment position is fully 
;ustified. 

1. Recent developments 

Even if the efforts of firms to make up arrears 
of orders delayed during the customs officers' 
strike, which lasted several weeks, are disre
garded ( and for a time there was a very sharp 
spurt of activity on this account alone), an 
unmistakable change in the trend of exports 
of goods and services was discernible in the 
autumn of 196 7: since then the underlying trend 
has been rising once again, mainly because of 
a rise in demand in the other Member States, 
especially Germany and France. Yet deliveries 
to non-member countries-in particular to the 
United States-have also risen although less 
markedly. 

On the other hand the growth rate of final do
mestic demand probably remained quite low in 
the last months of the year and into 1968. 

For there is no evidence that the tendency
still dominant in the autumn of 1967-for ex
penditure on gross fixed asset formation to fall 
off has since changed. 

Private consumers' expenditure has again risen 
only a little, although the rise in hourly wages 

has been somewhat greater than before as a 
result of the application of the sliding scale in 
a number of major industries. The fact that the 
level of employment has again shown virtually 
no change and that consumer spending has re
mained cautious in the face of the continuing 
rise in unemployment appears as before to have 
had a moderating effect on the expansion of con
sumer demand. 

In the final months of 196 7 there was an im
provement in the trend of imports and, though 
to a lesser extent, in the trend of production. 
According to the INS index, industrial pro
duction in the fourth quarter was running more 
than 2.5 % above the corresponding 1966 
figure. Towards the end of 1967, production 
(adjusted for seasonal and fortuitous variations) 
was slightly above the level which it had reached 
at the beginning of 1967. Building output 
tended to remain the same, however, despite 
further increases in expenditure on public works. 

The steep rise in imports and the fact that 
imports from non-member countries have risen 
the most indicate that firms have started re
plenishing depleted stocks of raw materials and 
semi-manufactures. While, according to exter-
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Demand for and supply of goods and services 

I 

1965 1 1966 1 1967 2 1968 3 

At 
current % change on preceding year 
prices 

(in Bfrs I 

'000 
million) Volume Value Volume Value Volume 

Exports 4 327.0 + 3.7 + 7.2 + 6 + 6.5 + 7 

Gross fixed asset formation 177.8 + 5.9 + 9.2 + 2.5 + 5.5 + 2.5 

Public current expenditure on goods and 
services 109.2 + 6.5 + 10.8 + 3.5 + 9.5 + 2.5 

Private consumers' expenditure 549.4 + 2.9 + 7.1 + 2.5 + 5.5 + 2.5 

---- ----------

Gross national product 847.4 + 2.8 + 7 + 2.5 + 6.5 + 3 

Imports' 320.0 + 7.8 +11 + 3 + 2 + 8.5 

1 Statistical Office of the European Communities, National Accounts 1957-1966. 
2 Commission estimates. 
a Commission forecasts. 
' Goods, services and factor income. 

Note: 
(a) The difference between the figures for demand and those for supply is accounted for by movements in stocks. 
(b) The estimates and forecasts are approximations based on certain hypotheses, generally mentioned in the Quar
terly Surveys. They have been discussed with experts from the member countries but are established and published 
on the sole responsibility of the Commission. 

nal trade stat1st1cs, merchandise imports were 
not as high in value in the first nine months 
of 196 7 as in the same months of the previous 
year, the year-to-year comparison for the fourth 
quarter showed an increase of 5 %. 

The recovery of production has not yet been 
vigorous enough to change the situation on the 
labour market to any significant extent. The 
number of unemployed has risen further, though 
somewhat more slowly than before, giving an 
unemployment rate1 in January 1968 of 2.6 %. 
However, the trend of unfilled vacancies has 
changed a little. 

Although charges for services have continued to 
increase at a lively pace the new index suggests 
that the rise in consumer prices has slowed down 
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slightly in recent months. None the less, the 
index in January/March 1968 was 3.1 % above 
the level for the corresponding period of 1967. 

The fairly marked recovery in imports partly 
explained the continuing slight deterioration of 
the current account, a trend which had begun 
in the middle of 196 7. In the fourth quarter 
of 1967, however, there was still a considerable 
surplus on this account. Partly because of fur
ther appreciable net capital inflows, the balance 
of payments closed in the fourth quarter with 
a surplus of Bfrs. 6 500 million. 

1 Number (seasonally adjusted) of persons drawing 
unemployment benefit expressed as a percentage of the 
total civilian labour force. 



Domestic liquidity continued to expand, 
although rather more slowly. On the money 
market the tendency for interest rates to fall 
again definitely dominated, inducing the Ban
que Nationale to cut Bank rate in March 1968 
by 0.25% to 3.75 %. On the capital market, 
on the other hand, interest rates did not fall to 
any appreciable extent. The main reason for 
this was the demand for capital by the public 
authorities, which remained heavy, mainly in 
connection with public works projects. 

2. Outlook 

In the previous Quarterly Survey (No. 4/1967) 
it was predicted that growth would probably 
gather a little momentum during 1968, spurred 
on by a fairly pronounced recovery of export 
demand. 

This recovery has in fact now taken place, and 
it seems that exports of goods and services will 
continue to increase at a fairly high rate in 
coming months. To be sure, the devaluations 
and restrictive measures introduced in the 
United Kingdom and the United States may tend 
to limit the scope for sales outside the Commu
nity. But the outlook for a rise in exports to 
EEC member countries has become still more 
favourable, chiefly in view of the recovery
now definitely under way-in Germany. The 
anticipated moderation of the rise in unit cost 
and recent official action (notably in the tax 
field) to promote exports are also important 
factors. All in all, the contribution of export 
demand to economic activity in coming months 
is bound to be considerable. 

But investment in stocks is also likely to prove 
a fairly vigorous spur to growth. However, in 
this field, imports will probably be affected 
more than domestic production, at least initially, 
when it is likely that firms will be mainly con
cerned with replenishing depleted supplies of 
raw materials and semi-manufactures. 

With regard to the other components of do
mestic demand, there are at present no signs of 
any appreciable spontaneous acceleration of ex
pansion. Though the degree of utilization of 
industrial capacity will certainly increase in the 
course of the year-mainly because production 

will now be expanding more briskly once again 
-it is not likely that this will have any very 
pronounced effects before the end of 1968 on 
the propensity to invest. However, gross fixed 
asset formation should in general grow at a 
rather more lively pace than was originally 
estimated: in January the Government announ
ced a programme to encourage economic activ
ity, the main points of which were a further 
appropriation expenditure of some Bfrs 2 000 
million for public works and the construction 
of an additional 2 000 state-subsidized dwel
lings. 

The considerable improvements in various social 
benefits made at the beginning of the year and 
the announced relaxation of the regulations 
governing hire-purchase sales and consumer cred
it will help to strengthen private consumers' 
expenditure, though these measures will hardly 
suffice to generate any very considerable recov
ery in this demand component, since wage rates 
will probably rise more slowly than in 1967 
and the propensity to save may decline only 
moderately while conditions on the labour mar
ket are continuing to ease. 

In the first six months the main effect of the 
growth of aggregate demand will be an expan
sion of imports. Later in the year, if stocks of 
raw materials and semi-manufactures have 
reached their optimum level again, the rate of 
increase of imports could well slow down, while 
domestic production and especially industrial 
production should expand more rapidly. 

The rise in the underlying trend of unemploy
ment still discerned in the final months of last 
year is unlikely to continue at the same tempo. 
It would, however, be hazardous at the present 
time to predict any definite change in the under
lying trend and an actual decline in unemploy
ment, because the rise in production expected 
will be achieved mainly through the exploitation 
of existing productivity reserves. The number 
of unemployed is likely therefore to remain rela
tively high during the greater part of the year. 

Because, moreover, increased price strains
given the price trend-are hardly to be expected 
and because, in particular, the rise in consumer 
prices will probably remain relatively moderate, 
the additional measures adopted by the Govern
ment in January to encourage economic growth 
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must be considered as fully in accordance with 
current economic policy priorities: the Govern
ment measures are aimed at improving utiliza
tion of available manpower resources and in
dustrial capacity while avoiding the creation of 
further threats to the value of the currency. 
Given the need for achieving in the longer term 
growth that will be not only rapid but also 
balanced, the decision to pursue this objective 
primarily by means of stimulating investment is 
correct. For instance, expenditure on public 
works and on state-subsidized housing is to be 
increased. It is also planned to make more 
funds available to the Societe Nationale d'In
vestissement and to extend the system of invest
ment aid for private firms, mainly in favour of 
small and medium-sized firms. 

At the same time the expansion of demand in 
other sectors is to be supported. The authori
ties have announced the relaxation of the regu
lations governing hire-purchase sales and the 
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granting of personal loans, the aim being to give 
some measure of encouragement to private 
consumers' expenditure. Various measures have 
been introduced to promote exports, such as 
interest cuts for certain kinds of export credit, 
and tax privileges, including the exemption of 
supplies of goods and services to the export in
dustries from the invoice tax. 

The measurable, direct effects of these new 
arrangements on the GNP should add at least 
0.3 % to the growth rate. In view also of the 
fact that demand has shown signs in recent 
months of inherent vigour, a GNP growth rate 
(real) of 3.5 % for 1968 now seems certain. 
If, however, business trends in coming months 
suggested that satisfactory growth would not be 
achieved-because, for example, export demand 
was not coming up to expectations-there might 
be a good case for further official measures to 
stimulate the economy, particularly through the 
budgets. 



Belgium 

ECONOMIC INDICATORS 
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Source : Statistical Office of the European Communities (except as otherwise indicated). 

Graph 1. Trend curve; estimate established on the basis of indices adjusted by the SOEC for seasonal and for
tuitous variations (excluding construction, food, beverages and tobacco). 

Graph 2. Completely unemployed persons, receiving unemployment benefit. Adjusted for seasonal variations. 
Three-month moving averages. 

Graph 3. Consumer prices. New index as from januari 1967. Source: Ministere des Affaires Economiques. Agreed 
wages for operatives, all branches. Source: Ministere du Travail et de l'Emploi. 

Graph 4. Loans made by monetary institutions. 
Graphs 5 and 6. B.L.E.U., series adjusted for seasonal and accidental variations (three-month moving averages), 

Exports fob, imports cif. Conversion at official exchange rates. 

u.a.: one unit of account= 0.888671 g of fine gold = US $1 at the official exchange rate. 
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Belgium 

TABLE I : Basic data 1966 

Total area ('000 sq. km.) 

Total population ('000) 

Density of population per sq. km. 

Nwnbers in employment ('000) 

Numbers in employment, breakdown by main sector(%): 

- Agriculture 

-Industry 

of which : Construction 

- Services 

Percentage share of gross domestic product: 

- Agriculture 

-Industry 

of which : Construction 

- Services 

Gross product per capita (Bfrs) 

TABLE 2 : Key indicators 

% change by volwne 
on preceding year 

196o I 1961 I 1962 I 1963 I 1964 I 
Gross national product + 5.4 + 4.7 + 5.9 + 4.5 + 6.9 

Industrial production + 8.2 + 4.7 + 7.5 + 5.2 +10.2 

Total imports +12.2 + 7.2 + 4.8 + 7.7 +10.7 

Private conswners' expen-
diture + 5.7 + 2.2 + 4.4 + 4.8 + 3.5 

Public current expenditure 
on goods and services + 5.3 + 1.6 + 8.8 +11.5 + 4.1 

Gross fixed asset formation +12.8 +10.9 + 5.8 + 0.2 +11.8 

Total exports + 9.5 + 8.3 + 7.7 + 7.2 +11.2 

Gross national product per 
capita + 4.9 + 4.2 + 5.3 + 3.7 + 5.8 

Gross national product per 
+ 4.11 + person gainfully employed + 5.1 + 3.7 3.6 + 5.7 
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1965 I 1966 I 
+ 3.6 + 2.8 

+ 3.2 + 2.9 

+ 7.6 + 7.8 

+ 4.1 + 2.9 

+ 6.9 + 6.5 

+ 3.6 + 5.9 

+ 8.1 + 3.7 

+ 2.7 + 2.1 

+ 2.7 +2.2 

30.5 

9 669 

312 

3 669 

6.0 

45,3 

(7.5) 

48.7 

5.8 

41.2 

6.9 

53.0 

95 100 

Volume 
indices 
(1958 

= 100) 

1966 I 
143 

156 

196 

133 

162 

178 

183 

135 

135 

Contri-
bution 
(in%) 

to 
GNP 

1966 

-
-

39.2 

64.9 

13.3 

21.4 

38.7 

-

-



Belgium 

TABLE 3: Foreign trade (at current prices) 

%change 
Indices 

Million % 
(1958 of the 

on preceding year = 100) u.a. total 
---------

I I I I I 
I 

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 I 1967 1967 1967 1967 

VIsible exports 
Total + 3.9 +10.2 +11.9 +15.5 +14.2 + 5.2 + 3.0 230 7 031 100 
Intra-EEC + 9.7 +17.7 +19.6 +19.0 +12.8 + 6.1 + 3.2 322 4 429 63 
To non-EEC countries - 1.7 + 1.9 + 1.6 +10.3 +16.5 + 3.9 + 2.5 155 2 602 37 

Exports of food, beverages and tobacco 
Total +15.6 +29.6 +29.6 + 3.2 +31.5 + 8.4 +18.4 361 553 7.9 
Intra-EEC +18.7 +31.2 +30.7 + 5.2 +31.6 + 5.4 +25.6 479 420 6.0 
To non-EEC countries + 8.7 +25.7 +26.8 - 2.1 +31.3 +17.1 + 1.1 204 133 1.9 

Exports of raw materials and manufactures 
Total + 3.4 + 9.2 +10.9 +16.4 +13.1 + 5.0 + 1.8 223 6 478 92.1 
Intra-EEC + 8.9 +16.7 +18.8 +20.1 +11.4 + 6.2 + 1.4 311 4 009 57.0 
To non-EEC countries - 2.0 + 0.9 + 0.7 +10.8 +15.8 +- 3" + 2.5 153 2 469 35.1 

VIsible Imports 
Total + 6.6 + 8.0 +12.2 +15.9 + 7.6 +12.6 - 0.1 229 7 167 100 
Intra-EEC +12.7 + 8.9 +15.5 +17.5 +10.1 +15.4 - 0.6 272 3 983 55.6 
From non-EEC countries + 1.0 + 7.1 + 8.8 +14.0 + 4.8 + 9.1 + 0.6 190 3 184 44.4 

Imports of food, beverages and tobacco 
Total + 0.1 +11.0 + 9.0 +16.8 +15.2 + 8.1 + 9.9 210 981 13.7 
Intra-EEC + 7.4 + 3.2 +17.2 +16.3 +22.5 +10.6 +11.8 270 419 5.9 
From non-EEC countries - 4.0 +15.9 + 4.3 +17.2 +10.6 + 6.4 + 8.5 180 562 7.8 

Imports of raw materials and manufactures 
Total + 7.6 + 7.6 +12.7 +15.7 + 6.6 +13.2 - 1.5 232 6 186 86.3 
Intra-EEC +13.3 + 9.4 +15.4 +17.6 + 8.9 +16.0 - 1.9 273 356! 49.7 
From non-EEC countries + 1.9 + 5.6 + 9.6 +13.4 + 3.7 + 9.7 - 0.9 193 2 622 36.6 

TABLE 4: Basic monthly indicators 

I Year I Jan. 
I 

Feb. 
I 

Mar. 
I 

Apr. 
I 

May 
I 

June I July I Aug. I Sept. I Oct. I Nov. I Dec. 

Industrial produc- 1966 143 144 162 151 146 158 120 146 162 160 155 156 
tlon (11168 = 100) 1967 150 147 160 155 146 161 113 146 162 165 162 156 

1968 

Construction 1966 68.1 97.3 117.6 108.8 106.9 118.9 71.1 117.8 122.6 112.7 109.8 100.7 
(1962 = 100) 1967 84.6 94.1 117.0 110.3 113.7 121.1 71.4 115.7 118.0 121.5 116.4 78.5 

1968 

Unemployed ('000) 1966 69.7 68.2 63.3 61.1 57.5 53.3 55.7 54.9 56.0 58.4 65.0 74.9 
1967 82.5 85.7 84.4 83.8 81.9 77.9 79.1 78.1 80.3 87.5 96.0 106.7 
1968 114.5 113.7 

Investment 1966 106.7 141.0 154.7 155.1 165.8 170.0 117.8 153.9 160.2 155.9 165.1 156.1 
(1961 = 100) 1967 134.6 151.1 167.0 167.7 170.4 176.8 122.1 159.1 160.2 

1968 

Private consumers' 1966 135.8 137.5 140.9 146.9 143.4 147.4 144.4 145.6 149.0 141.2 145.7 151.0 
expenditure 1967 146.0 147.1 150.2 152.4 154.2 158.0 156.1 152.6 153.9 149.8 153.5 160.9 
(1961 = 100) 1968 

Total visible lm- 1966 519 554 618 556 587 611 520 592 594 609 616 641 
ports (million u.a.) 1967 581 550 630 574 610 655 465 598 514 640 688 649 

1968 624 704 

Total visible ex- 1966 493 528 620 560 534 604 514 471 603 575 594 621 
ports (mlllion u.a.) 1967 574 594 60!! 604 581 597 525 460 529 697 618 6!9 

1968 621 675 

Balance of trade 1966 - 26 - 27 + 7 + 3 - 53 - 6 - 9 - 121 + 9 - 34 - 22 - 20 
(million u.a.) 1967 - 7 + 44 - 22 + 30 - 29 - 58 + 60 - 138 + 15 + 57 - 70 0 

1968 - 3 - 29 

Official gold and 1966 1968 1 9461 1 956 1 954 1 950 1 950 1 964 1 956 1 926 1 960 1 956 1 952 
foreign exchange 1967 1 970 1 939 1 951 1 972 2 044 2 118 2152 2196 2 212 2 220 2 250 2 200 
reserves 1968 (2 168) (2 142) (2142) 
(million u.a.) 

Money supply 1966 310.2 307.0 314.6 319.8 323.2 329.3 329.6 324.3 322.4 324.0 327.4 339.7 
1967 325.0 320.5 326.5 333.9 335.2 347.6 339.5 337.5 343.5 338.8 341.9 351.2 
1968 341.9 

-
( ) Provisional figures. 
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Belgium 

NOTES 

Source: Statistical Office of the European Communities (except as otherwise indicated). 

Table 1 

- Total population at mid-year. 
- Numbers in employment at mid-year. 
- Breakdown of gross domestic product at factor cost, 
- GNP at market prices. 

Table 2 

- GNP at market prices. 
- Industrial production: value added by industry. 
- Total exports and imports: goods, services and factor income. 

Table J 

- Data refer to BLED. Exports fob, imports cif. Conversion at official exchanges rate. The products have 
been regrouped on the basis of the Statistical and Tariff Classification for International Trade (CST): food, 
beverages and tobacco (groups 0 and 1 CST), raw materials and manufactures (groups 2-9 CST). 

Table 4 

- Industrial production. Source: Institut National de Statistique (INS). General index. 
- Construction. Source: INS. Index based on number of man-hours worked. 
- Unemployed. Source : Ministere de l'Emploi et du Travail. Wholly unemployed in receipt of unemployement 

benefit. 
- Investment. Source: Departement de !'economic appliquee de l'Universite libre de Bruxelles (DULBEA). 

Gross fixed asset formation at current prices. 
- Private consumers' expenditure. Source : DULBEA. Current prices. 
- Exports fob, imports cif. Conversion at official exchange rate. 
- Official gold and foreign exchange reserves. Gross reserves of gold and convertible curreacy of the official 

monetary institutions. 
- Money supply. Notes and coin in circulation, excluding cash holdings of the Treasury, the Central Bank and 

other banking institutions other than the Postal Cheque Office. Residents' sight deposits (up to one month) 
with banking institutions. Holdings of the special agencies of the Treasury and non-residents' holdings on 
postal cheque accounts. 
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Grand Duchy of Luxembourg 

Luxembourg exports picked up to a certain extent in the final months of 1967 
and at the beginning of 1968. The contribution of domestic demand was scarcely 
any stronger, however, so that overall economic growth gathered only a little 
momentum. 

In coming months, with exports expanding faster and a probable revival of industrial 
investment, a further slight acceleration is to be expected. The growth of the real 
GNP could well be 2.5 % or more in 1968. 

1. Recent developments 

The trend of exports of goods and services has 
improved a little during recent months. It is 
true that the growth of deliveries of iron and 
steel products has gathered very little momen
tum. But the data at present available suggest 
that export demand-notably from the EEC 
partner countries-has revived a little for prod
ucts of the other Luxembourg industries. 

The expansion of domestic demand, on the other 
hand, appears to have remained moderate in 
the fourth quarter of 196 7. For one thing, 
expenditure on gross fixed asset formation, in 
particular by enterprises, definitely declined 
further. Secondly, the wage rise slowed down 
considerably and the propensity to save of 
households remained high, the result being a 
slower expansion of private consumers' expen
diture. 

The growth of supply has become somewhat 
more lively. Industrial production, apart from 
seasonal and fortuitous variations, has expanded 
fairly appreciably since the summer of last year, 
though the year-to-year comparison for the 
fourth quarters, according to the national index, 
showed barely any improvement. 

As the number of employees in the iron and 
steel industry and mining continues to fall, ten
dencies towards more relaxed conditions have 
once again prevailed on the labour market. 
The number of job-seekers has increased slightly 

again, while the number of unfilled vacancies 
has reached a particularly low level. 

In the last quarter of 196 7 the new official 
index showed that consumer prices were rising 
slightly more slowly, so that the rate of in
crease, year on year, was only very slight 
( 2.2 %) . By January /February, however, the 
index was nevertheless 3 .1 % ahead of the cor
responding 196 7 figure. 

2. Outlook 

In the coming months the tendency for the 
Luxembourg economy to recover is likely to 
become stronger. This forecast is based in the 
first instance on the assumption of a somewhat 
more lively expansion of exports of goods and 
services: there should be a rather more vigorous 
growth than there was on average the previous 
year, mainly because of the expected expansion 
of intra-Community trade-more than 70 % of 
Luxembourg exports go to the other Community 
countries. 

Moreover, domestic demand, which for by far 
the greater part of 1967 was weakening, may 
now show a fairly distinct improvement. For 
example, with regard to investment, the imple
mentation of certain expansion projects by 
foreign firms appears to be assured; again, the 
authorities have decided to extend-admittedly 
to only a limited extent-the Road Fund invest
ment programme for 1968. In addition, the 
growth of private consumers' expenditure might 
be somewhat more lively than was previously 
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Demand for and supply of goods and services 

Exports 4 

Gross fixed asset formation 

Public current expenditure on goods and 
services 

Private consumers' expenditure 

Gross national product 

Imports 4 

1 STATEC, Luxembourg 
2 Commission estimates. 
8 Commission forecasts. 
' Goods, services and factor income. 

Notes: 

1965 1 

At 
current 
prices 

(in 
Lfrs 

million) 

27 937 

9811 

3 637 

20 141 

33 868 

27 807 

19661 1967 2 1968 8 

% change on preceding year 

Volume Value Volume Value Volume 

+ 1 + 1 + 3 + 3.5 + 3.5 

- 2.5 - 1.5 -15 -13.5 + 4 

+ 6 + 12 + 1.5 + 4.5 + 1 

+ 3 + 6.5 0 + 2 + 3.5 

-----

+ 1 + 4 + 2 + 3.5 + 2.5 

+ 1 + 1.5 - 3.5 - 2.5 + 4.5 

(a) The difference between the figures for demand and those for supply is accounted for by movements in stocks. 
(b) The estimates and forecasts are approximations based on certain hypotheses, generally mentioned in the Quar
terly Surveys. They have been discussed with experts from the member countries but are established and published 
on the sole rr:sponsibility of the Commission. 

estimated, mainly because the fairly appreciable 
rise in wages in the iron and steel industry 
agreed at the beginning of 1968 will step up the 
incomes of households. 

In view of the outlook, it can now be assumed 
that the estimate made in Quarterly Survey 
No. 4/1967 concerning the growth of the real 
GNP ( 2.5%) for 1968 will certainly not be 
too high and may in fact prove a little too low. 
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A growth rate of 2.5% may, if considered in 
isolation, seem modest. In view of the struc
ture of the Luxembourg economy, the scal>e for 
a more vigorously expansive short-term econom
ic policy is, however, very restricted. As· has 
been frequently stressed, notably in the last 
Quarterly Survey, all measures taken with this 
end in view should therefore be very closely 
related to the priorities established and planning 
arrangements made for medium-term growth. 
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Source: Statistical Office of the European Communities (except as otherwise indicated). 

Graph 1. Trend curve; estimate established on the basis of indices adjusted by the SOEC for seasonal and for-
tuitous variations (excluding construction, food, beverages and tobacco). 

Graph 2. Source: STATEC. New index. 

Graph 3. Index adjusted for seasonal variations. Three-month moving averages. 

Graph 4. Source: EEC business survey. 
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Grand Duchy of Luxembourg 

Total area ('000 sq. km.) 

Total population ('000) 

Density of population per sq. km. 

Numbers in employment ('000) 

TABLE 1 : Basic data 1966 

Numbers in employment, breakdown by main sector(%): 

- Agriculture 

-Industry 

- Services 

Percentage share of gross domestic product in 1964 : 

- Agriculture 

-Industry 

- Services 

TABLE 2 : Basic monthly indicators 

I Year I Jan. I Feb. I Mar. I Apr. I May I June I July I Aug. 

Industrial produc- 1966 120 121 119 122 125 124 

I 
119 111 

tlon (1958 = 100) 
1967 120 121 121 123 124 122 

I 
121 111 

1968 118 120 

Crude steel pro- 1966 369 354 380 367 353 369 368 346 
duction ('000 m.t.) 

1967 371 360 389 379 372 377 376 356 

1968 375 377 

Construction 1966 45 53 91 99 101 101 I 96 95 
(1958 = 100) 

1967 39 46 69 72 81 78 78 69 

1968 40 49 

Workers employed 1966 24.0 24.0 23.8 23.8 23.8 23.7 23.7 23.7 
in the iron and steel 
producing Industry 1967 23.5 23.4 23.4 23.3 23.3 23.2 23.1 23.0 
and in mining 
('000) 1968 22.7 22.6 

Retail prices 1966 103.12 102.96 102.87 103.39 103.84 102.96 103.21 103.03 
(1965 = 100) 

1967 104.29 104.25 104.37 104.73 105.02 104.80 105.93 105.96 

1968 107.231 107.79 
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I Sept. I Oct. I 
119 121 

120 119 

I 
377 383 

382 375 

94 87 

70 70 

23.8 23.7 

23.0 22.9 

103.33 103.59 

106.65 106.75 

2.6 

(335) 

128 

140 

13 

46 

41 

6,2 

54,2 

39,6 

Nov. I 
121 I 123 

365 

376 

73 

65 

23.6 

22.9 

103.73 

106.97 

Dee. 

117 

119 

360 

368 

54 

55 

23.6 

22.8 

103.95 

107.12 



Grand Duchy of Luxembourg 

NOTES 

Source: Statistical Office of the European Communities (except as otherwise indicated). 

Table 1 

- Total population at mid-year. 
- Breakdown of gross domestic product at factor cost. 

Table 2 

- Industrial production. 
- Crude steel production. Source : Service central de la statistique et des etudes economiques (STATEC). 
- Construction. Index based on number of man-hours worked. Source: STATEC. 
- Workers employed in the iron and steel producing industry and in mining. Source: STATEC 
- Retail prices. New index published from 1 November 1967 onwards. Source: STATEC. 
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ANNEX 

Trends in industrial wages, productivity and labour costs 
in industry 

Introduction: methods 

Every year since 1962 the Commission's 
Quarterly Surveys on the economic situation in 
the Community have included an Annex showing 
the trends of wages, labour productivity, wage 
costs per unit of value added, and the implicit 
price index for industry ( including construc
tion), not only in the member countries but 
also in the United States and the United King
dom. The reader should therefore refer to 
earlier Surveys1 for explanations of the methods 
of presentation and calculation. 

Here we need only recall that the statistical 
data have as far as possible been taken from 
national accounts, in order to ensure a sufficient 
degree of international comparability. In this 
connection, however, it should be remembered 
that, while trends in the indices can be compared 
from one country to another, their absolute 
levels cannot; the importance of this qualifica
tion is heightened by the fact that even the 
relationship between the various levels in the 
base year ( 1958) is not necessarily "correct". 
Moreover, the curves are based on calculations 
in national currencies, and some of the exchange 
rates have been altered since 1958. In respect 
of the latest trends, account must be taken of 
the devaluation of sterling, in particular. 

The trend of wages is expressed as the change 
in compensation of employees per head. For 
Belgium, however, separate figures are still not 
available for compensation of employees in the 
various branches of economic activity; the index 
given by the Banque Nationale de Belgique for 
the wage bill has therefore been used in this 
case. 

1 See, in particular, the Annexes to Quarterly Surveys 
Nos. 2/1962 and 1/1963. 

Labour productivity has been reckoned as the 
gross value added at constant prices per em
ployee. For the United States, however, the 
Federal Reserve Indices of industrial production 
have been taken as the basis, because no 
unbroken sequence of figures was available for 
value added. Unfortunately, the statistics on 
hours worked in the Community countries are 
still incomplete, so that neiJther the trend of 
wages nor that of labour productivity could be 
·calculated with the desired accuracy per hour 
worked. This makes it more difficult to inter
pret the events of the last few years, in which 
variations in the level of business activity have 
caused considerable changes in the number of 
hours actually worked in most countries. 

It should also be noted-and this applies not 
only to labour productivity but also to the other 
items-that the charts reflect the actual trend 
but offer no information as to the reasons for it. 
The increase in labour productivity, as expressed 
in the charts, is merely an arithmetical calcula
tion based on the two factors, trend in value 
added at constant prices and trend of the num
bers of employees. It remains, of course, extre
mely doubtful whether an improvement in 
labour productivity can reliably be ascribed to 
individual factors such as increased effort, better 
organization, technical progress, or the like. 

Labour costs per unit of gross value added are 
also calculated from two factors, the trend in 
wages and the trend in labour productivity; to 
obtain the relevant figure, compensation of 
employees is divided by gross value added (at 
constant prices) or, alternatively, compensation 
of employees per head is divided by gross value 
added (at constant prices) per employee. 

The "implicit price index" reveals the extent of 
the difference between the trends in value added 
at current and at constant prices respectively. 
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It should be borne in mind that this index 
cannot be regarded as representative for the 
price trend of the end-products, since it cannot 
express changes in the prices of goods and 
services supplied to industry from other sectors. 

Developments in 1967 

In most member countries, the trends in wages, 
labour productivity and labour costs per unit of 
value added changed direction in 1967 ;1 

Labour costs per unit of value added declined 
in both the Federal Republic of Germany and 
the Netherlands.2 In Belgium and-to a much 
smaller extent-in France, the increase became 
slower. In Italy, on the other hand, labour 
costs per unit of value added rose sharply, after 
falling in both the previous years; a relevant 
factor here was, however, the decision which 
took effect at the beginning of 1967 that a part 
of the employers' social insurance contributions 
would no longer be paid by the government, as 
had been the case since August 1964. 

The decrease in unit costs in the Federal Repub
lic of Germany in 1967 is mainly the result 
of the much reduced growth rate of wages 
( down to 1.5 % for the year) ; this reflected 
an adjustment to the easing of the labour mar
ket, which, compared with other member coun
tries in a similar position, was relatively rapid. 
In addition, the advance in productivity 
quickened slightly (up to 3.5% ); given the 
definitions used, this means that employment in 
industry declined much more sharply (by 6%) 
than did production (by 2.5% ). 

In the Netherlands, the increase in labour costs 
per unit of value added slowed down, mainly 
owing to a more moderate advance in wages. 
After rising by an average of 12 % in the years 
from 1964 to 1966 inclusive, wages went up 
by only 8.5% in 1967. Thus, in industry as a 
whole (including building and construction), 
labour costs per unit of value added fell slightly 
in 196 7, but in construction special factors 
helped to account for this development. 

1 The calculation of the figures on which the graphs 
are based was completed on 15 March. 

2 The slight decrease in the Netherlands was connected 
with the exceptionally rapid rise in productivity in 
construction; this in turn was due to the fact that the 
weather was better than in 1966. 
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In Belgium, the growth of production proved 
much more moderate than in the Netherlands, 
but labour costs per unit of value added never
theless showed a more favourable trend than 
in many previous years. Productivity continued 
to expand fairly steadily (by 3.5% ) , whilst the 
advance in wages slowed down to 5.5%. 

In France, the slowdown in economic expansion 
in 1967 was reflected in the development both 
of productivity (3 .5% ) and wages ( 6% ) . On 
balance, however, labour costs per unit of value 
added went up somewhat less than in the 
preceding year. 

Italy was the only Community country where 
labour costs rose more than in 1966. In this 
country, wages rose by 9%; this acceleration 
was bound up with the decision that a part of 
employers' social insurance contributiom; were 
no longer paid by the government. On the 
other hand, the growth of productivity, which 
had been very vigorous at the beginning of the 
economic upswing in 1965 and 1966, lost mo
mentum in 1967. Nevertheless, it reached 5% 
-about the annual average for the last 10 years. 
In general, the trend in labour costs per unit. of 
value added appears to have improved slightly 
towards the end of last year: the seasonally 
adjusted indices of production point to a faster 
pace of expansion during this period, whilst the 
upward trend in wages was relatively weak. 

As appears from the prospects for economic 
development described in this Quarterly Survey, 
industrial production is likely to rise a good 
deal more rapidly in 1968, at least in the Federal 
Republic of Germany, France and Belgium. 
During the greater part of the year, there will 
probably be sufficient productive capacities 
available to prevent this acceleration causing 
fresh inflationary pressures. Thus a relatively 
favourable trend in labour costs per unit of 
value added can be expected. 

In the two non-member countries included in 
the present survey-the United States and the 
United Kingdom-trends moved in opposite 
directions in 1967. In the United States, the 
slowdown in economic activity from one year 
to the next had an adverse effect on the devel
opment of industrial productivity. With a 
further 5% rise in wages-a relatively substan
tial one in view of the past trend in America
the upward movement of labour costs per unit 



of value added, which began in 1966 after there 
had been almost complete stability for a number 
of consecutive years, became more rapid. 

In the United Kingdom, wages went up only 
slightly during the first half of the year, when 
a very restrictive incomes policy was being 
pursued. The wage increase was only 3.5% 
( comparison of averages for each year) . In 

view of the somewhat more rapid advance in 
labour productivity compared with previous 
years, labour costs per unit of value added 
showed little change. 

In any estimate of changes in the coming year, 
comparisons of labour costs trends must allow 
for the devaluation of sterling in November 
1967. 
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WAGES, PRODUCTIVITY AND LABOUR COSTS IN INDUSTRY 
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